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'With Malice Toward None- - With Charity For All And With Firmness In The Right'
Vol. XI.

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO.

School Election
The school Election passed off
very pleasantly Monday. Thert
was no end of enthusiasm and
the candidates had out every
automobile and team in town get- ting the voters to the polls. Almost all the ladies exercised their
right of franchise and 453 votes
cast. Of these
P. A. Roy received 122
98
J. Floersheim

.

H. Goodman

$8

Dr. M.D. Gibbs

59
49
37

FredS. Brown
J . L. Swaim

.
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Messrs. Roy and Floersheim
were duly declared elected for
the three year term and the vacancy respectively and were
heartily congratulated on their
success while the "Also Rans"
joined in the celebration of the
victory. Partisanship ran high
during the day but,' as there was
no real issue at stake and all the
candidates were conceded good
men for the place. No regrets are
coming to anyone over the result
The retiring member of the
board, Dr. Gibbs has been a faithful guardian of the School's interests for the past three years
and his defeat is no reproach; it
is due to the desire of others to
emulate his example rather than
to lack of appreciation of his services. H. Goodman was in the
game for, love of excitement and
the desire to help control our
most important public enterprise
He is a good loser. Fred Brown
and the Postmaster "Also ran"
for the fun of it and other reasons of their own but did not invest heavily in their campaigns.
Here's hoping and believing the
new board will make good in the
office of director and that our
schools may continue to be the
most important factor in the town
'
and community.

Card of Thanks
Having been elected for one of
the School Directors of Roy
District No. 33 beg to extend my
hearty thanks to my. friends.
'
While my term expires in one
year I wish to state that I shall
endeavor to act just fair nd impartial in every transaction pertaining to the welfare of the

schoolchildren.

J
Yours Respectfully.
J. Floersheim,

Supt. Morris of this Division
went up the
&
of the B-line in his private car Monday
with the Polly.
P.

S-- W.

A Sly Wedding
Hoskins-Mitche-

ll

Saturday evening C R.Hoskins
and Miss Lelia Mitchell both of
the Pleasant View neighborhood
drove in to town accompanied by
s
the gentleman's brother Otis
and wife and called up Judge
F. H. Foster with the request that
he perform the ceremony which
would make the twain one for the
rest of their lives. We just imagine they did not tell their parents pf this intention beforehand
but any way they were married
without allowing any of their
friends to witness the ceremony.
The groom is the youngest son
of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Hoskins
and a well known and energetic
young farmer of Pleasant View
Distrist. The bride is one of the
same neighborhood's most charming girls, a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Will Mitchell, both are well
fitted for the task of making the
future that is before them. Yóuth
health, energy and that subtile
something which binds young
hearts in the bonds ot connubial
bliss all are theirs.
The
hastens to join their
many friends in congratulations
and good wishes for a long and
happy journey thru life.
Hos-kin-
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Paralytic Stroke
E. S. Click suffered a stroke of
paralysis last Friday at the home
of his daughter, Mrs.OceaKobel
six miles east of town. His left
side is paralyzed and devoid of feeling or sensation and he is entirely helpless. The neighbors are
doing all possible for him and Dr,
Self ismaking daily trips to render professional assistance. Mr.
Click is one of the early homesteaders on the mesaand has been
a good neighbor and a friend to
everybody. He is a member of
the Masonic order and the scattered members of the Fraternity
are trying to arrange to care for
him in accordance with the teachings of that order. There is shme
hope that he may rally from this
stroke but the chances are against
him.

Mrs. Freda Leach-Jones- ,
of
Tucumcari, came up to Roy Mon
day and will visit a few days with
her mother, brothers and sisters
at the Lech home, That "Red- Headed" baby is the center of
attraction for all and who could
deny the young mothor a pang
of jealousy at seeing her old
place in the home thus usurped.
That little tableaux we saw in the
street Monday a groupe of young
mothers met to greet her and
proudly display their babies-cou- ld
hardly be expected to escape our notice but we discreetly
refrain from mentioning that
they were all
of the
--

Mr. Curlin, the gentleman who
came from Texas last fall and
purchased eight sections of land
along' Ute Creek and has leased
several more, was in town Monday. He is fencing up his holdings and will buy cattle when he
gets ready tocare for them right
Mr, Curlin is a man of modern
ideas and is planning to irrigate
some bf his land Hispían have
the quality of being entirely
practical and we hope to see him
developesome of his land this
summer and make it what it
ought to be.
Arno Voelkel has recently mov
edtwo houses together on his
claim, the G, J. Lampton place,
five miles east of Mills. He will
give a dance Easter Monday as a
He expects to
give dances frequently and the
young people of that community
are looking forward to many jolly times at hishome in the future
Mr, Voelkel came here from
Brownsville. Texas last winter
and finds New Mexico irresist-abl- y
attractive. He is one of the
sturdy German stock that have
benefitted every part of the U.S.
where they have settletf
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Beau-No-
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Club.

A company of young people of
Roy drove out to Pleasant View
School house Sunday evening to
attend the Revival Meetings con
ducted there by Rev. Walker,
The party consited of the Gnner
Sisters, Messrs. Wm. Davenport
and A. C. Branch. Mrs, F, A.
Roy also accompanied the party
They report a
as Chaperone.
well attended meeting and a
specially enjoyable moonlight
drive going and returning.

house-warmin- g.

'

The Ladies' Aid Society of the
Christian Church met with good
success with their Chime, Chick
en Sandwiches Ice Cream and
other refreshments served at the
Floersheim Co. store Monday.
The election crowd was hungry
and demanded entertainment
which was supplied along with
he good things to eat.
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Assessment, 1914
The people- - of Roy generally
are getting together with the
notices of their assessment and
comparing notes. There are a
few who get notice that the
of property returned by
them under affidavit is allowed
to stand but many more find that
the amount they rendered under
oath is reported entirely different
from their sworn statement in
dicating that the figures and
valuations have been arbitrarily
cnangea alter they had sworn to
the value of their property.
In addition to this many have
been arbitrarily raised in amounts
that are in some instances ridi
culously excessive. Some stock
men have been raised as much as
150 head of cattle more than they
ever owned in addition to full
count of the stock actually owned
by them. Many homesteaders
who own not a foot of land are
assessed $200.00 or more on Real
Estate, some are raised on one
charge and others on another
but all are the work of an over- wrough imagination.
It is apparent that this outrage has been , committed under
the impression that most of the
people would submt to it rather
than pay out more money in ef
torts to defend their rights as
citizens than the excess taxes demanded would amount to. If that
is the intend they have not
reckoned with their host. It, is
not m the good red blood of a
true American to submit to such
persecution. The people here
will pool their interests and fight
their cases before the County
Board and if necessary before
the State Board of Equalization
if that does not result in. correction of these abases there is little
left but to resort to violence. 'It
is their right It is their duty
to throw off tuch Government
and to provide new guards for
their future security." This
sentiment is just as potent now
as it was when, at the founding
of our Government, itled men to
face death and suffering rather
than submit to the same form
of slavery.
This isnot merely our senti
ment it is but the echo of a com
munity of people who are getting
nt
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forbearance.
Miss Sarah Myers was in town
Saturday and a pleasant taller at
this office. She will make proof
on her claim this month.
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STORY
: JLho

bad and good, and the end Is always
the same. Death gathers us all ln
and puts In our places others who may
find pleasure in destroying all that we
have created. You both dream of
world peace I wish I could create
won.
peace In my own heart
"I admire you both, especially Na
XVII.
CHAPTER
poleon, and for that reason, I hate you
both, being unable to love you, as
The Fifteenth of July.
July 15, the marriage day of Astra there are no middle streams In my naand Napoleon, had been declared a ture.
"There Is no use of my telling you '
continental holiday.
what
I intend to do; you will know It
congratucame
From near and far
soon
enough, and you both will be
gora
not
planned
They
had
ations.
geous ceremony, dui imey couia noi sorry that you ever met the unhappy
stop the expressions of love that came person whose name was, once, Rositta
Rosiny.
from the loyal citizens. ,
"And now, I wish you all happiness,
very
much.
Astra had missed Rositta
we meet again.
until
to
attend the
She had been unable
"ROSITTA,
on
the
ill
been
had
she
as
wedding,
Schomburg
Llthow."
of
"Princess
few
Ciryne
for
the
last
of
eland
Napoleon quietly folded the letter
weeks.
When Napoleon heard that the and handed it back to Astra. He did
countess was unable to attend their not' seem disturbed at all. He picked
wedding on account of her indisposi up the envelope and saw the New
tion, he thoughtfully shook his head York postmark.
t seemed Incredible that Rositta, who
"It is clear. The countess has the
was so full of vitality and energy, secret of cirynith and, very likely, of
should be 11L He only said:. "Every the aerodromone."
"But how did she get it?"
illness. has a remedy."
He did not give the matter further
"That remains to be seen. Werden
thought He spent the last day before steln evidently thinks that everything
his marriage in his aerodromone, the is fair In love or war."
American Eagle. Where he was, or
Will you read me that other letter,
what he did, no one seemed to know. the one the Judge brought?" asked
After their wedding luncheon Astra Astra.
returned to her presidential office, as
Of course, dear. This is Mozrak's
there were things that she wanted to communication. I wonder what ho has
attend to personally. Especially the to say.". He opened the heavy envecrimina case of Nikolay Mozrak. The lope and a number of sheets fell to
Criminal Court of the continent had the table.
decreed capital punishment for at"To the President of the United Retempted assassination of the President
publics of America:
of the United Republics of America.
"Since that unhappy event, in which
Astra read the document carefully. I was selected by Fate as the Instruand Instead of signing it, she wrote:
ment of Death, I have had many hours
"Pardoned, and shall be Instantly re to think clearly and to learn from my
leased."
inner self that it is the rule of Love,
(Signed)
and not the rule of Force that should
"ASTRA PRUDENT EDISON."
rule the world. I have set down the
She dispatched the pardon by a spe following facts, so that your ladyship
waves.
Santos was away, but he was ex cial messenger, and then took up other shall know all the motive powers that
pected back soon. She disliked to see matters.
may govern human actions.
At seven o'clock she was at the Crys
him leave her side, as she feared to
"The fact that my bullet went astray
banquet
of
to
for
dress
the
gained
Palace,
tal
she
had
the
lose
control that
l8 due not'so much to the quickness
the Continental Commercial and In of the great humanitarian and Amen
over him.
When dustrial Association, one of the most can patriot, Napoleon Edison, as to
He returned that evening.
Mrs. Edison retired the countess etole powerful societies organized to pro the fact that I beheld the Countess Ro
out of the house and strolled toward mote the welfare of business people. siny in your company. A moment of
She and Napoleon drove to the new hesitation is enough to frustrate plans.
the shore, where she knew Santos
Capital
Hotel in an open car. The Her Influence naturally, unintentionwould be awaiting her. Santos was
was arranged for 4,000 guests ally saved your life, as4ny hand and
banquet
the happiest of men when she greeted
upper floor was thrown eye are alwayB true. I am happy that
whole
and
the
passionate
and
embraces
him with
purpose.
open
for
the
things turned out as they did.
kisees.
At eleven o'clock the presidential
"Before I explain why the countess'
He was like a faithful, obedient dog.
Whatever Rositta asked he did with party left and threaded its way toward presence saved you isne nas uone,
out question. Tonight he handed her the Crystal Palace. At the Palace however, involuntarily, at least one
the count's letter, that came in answer Judge Scanlan of the Continental good act In her life), I want to tell you
Court awaited them. His mission was that my name is not Mozrak, and I am
to the one he had sent for her.
Rositta opened it, and he held his to deliver a heavy looking letter to the not a Russian.
My name is Aetzel von Rothenberg,
President
pocket flashlight so she could read,
Tour excellency. will pardon me for and some years ago I wore me uni"My little blond boy, the time Is
nearing when my name will be taking this liberty, but Mr. Mozrak, form of the famous Red Hussars
Years ago, when on a vacation trip,
changed to Duprel. What do you think the prisoner you so kindly pardoned,
important,
is
this
letter
that
Insisted
I traveled through Italy; at that time
of that? Mrs. Duprel? Doesn't that
prison
until
not
leave
the
would
and
I could enjoy the great marvels of Nasound good to you?"
g
would
deliver
It
promised
him
I
that
I
ture. I was young and
only
Santos'
answer was kisses; he
and free! On the shore of the Lago
had begun to master the
lost personally;'
and
thanked
the
letter
Astra took
di Maggiore I found destruction.
art very quickly.
"I was tramping through the coun
"Do you know how I have missed him for its safe delivery, then diswords.
kind
a
few
with
him
missed
try
with a sketching outfit and let
you? Mr. Edison and Astra were here
to
her
mother
his
escorted
Napoleon
people
think me an artist In( a sebut since I know you I can't enjoy
library,
to
the
returned
rooms,
beautiful spot, from where
then
and
cluded
any
more. I know It is not right
them
to feel that way, as Napoleon has been where Astra awaited him. Her can- I had an uninterrupted view of th
d
peaks of the Alps, and a
very good to me, but my sympathy is did, beautiful face was pale and tears
d
eyes.
surroundings
glistened
In
her
of
vista
wide
with you, dear." Her arm slipped
hus
began
my
her
asked
and
easel
dear?"
it,
is
I
"What
land,
struck
around his neck. "I cannot hear him
band, sympathetically.
work. A girl emerged from the only
criticise you."
him
Instead of replying, she handed
path and walked toward me. I say a
"Criticise me? Is he dissatisfied
fine
hand
recognized
the
girl, but I ought to say a vision. She
with me?" The words were heavy a letter. He
Rosiny.
It
Countess
of
the
wrltine
was the most bewitching creature I
with dismay. Rositta knew that she
had ever seen.
had touched the right strings. "Who read:
Protectors:
and
Friends
"My
"She came to me fearlessly and
dear
told you that?"
I
you
as
both,
to
writing
this
me in a friendly way; I
am
greeted,
"I
"Don't take It seriously, Santos.
"you
sketched her in my picture. Inside of
have tried to keep it to myself, but know you will be married when
you
will
receive
know
all
I
an hour my fate was Bealéd, as I had
receive it
I I could not"
con
surprises
presents,
and
of
fallen in love with her.
"Did he say that I had not served kinds
beyou
the
are
both
as
gratulations,
"One day near the end of my vacahim well? Did he say1 that?"
your
in
followers.
But
order
of
loved
I received an invitation to visit
tion,
"He did," whispered Rositta.
wishes,
to
kind
the
more
valué
give
to
of the RoBlnys. There I
castle
the
RoSantoB breathed fire and flame.
you
to
tell
the truth. found her. She was married and had
sitta subtly convinced Santos that he I have decided
truth.
cruel
unvarnished,
a beautiful little girl about three years
was the man, and not Napoleon Edi- the
you
to
surprise
if
will
wonder
it
"I
old. She told me that she loved me,
son, whose name should be the revered
am,
in
the
have
been
and
I
find
that
that her husband was cruel to her, and
history.
one in American
When arguWerdensteln,
Count
von
of
service
I believed everything. We eloped
ments were weak, kisses strengthened
hosts,
of
kindest
been
have
the
You
and she made me a traitor Inside of a
poor
was
molded
Santos
until
them,
my
you
good
so
made
task
that
few weeks. I was entrusted with iminto a form that suited Rositta. Then indeed,
despicable
easier.
much
really
portant secrets and I entrusted them
but
she said:
very
seriously.
Life
this
take
to her. I loved her so!
"Don't
"I own the cirynith deposits in Hunequal
, (TO B&- - CONTINUED4
up
portion
of
mad
la
ofan
Nagive
to
them
gary. I never will

He sat down and wrote:
"My Dear Countess: I am glad to
hear from you. Your wishes will be
fulfilled to the letter.: Twill do my
best to prepare things for your reception. Your legal advisers will re
ceive the necessary papers In due
course.
"With best wishes and hoping to
hear from you soon, I am,
"Von Werdensteln."
He sealed the letter, then gave it to
the man, who left the, room.
The chancellor pondered ' ceeply
over tne situation, men started ior
the royal palace to report Napoleon's
visit and Rositta's' promises to bis
majesty.
Napoleon
arrived home he
When
long
with Astra.
conference
had a
They were both somewhat depressed.
His disappointment in not securing
the Peak Suemeg was great, because
he had many Inventions that required
the use of clrynith, and he knew that
the count's actions were a menace to
the peace movement
They decided mat they would marry
in the month of July. That evening
they went to Ciryne to tell their deter
mination to Mrs. Edison.
Napoleon and Astra spent another
day on Ciryne. This time Napoleon
conducted the three women through
the wonderful plant where cirynith
was refined and manufactured into
parts of aerodromones and other use
ful articles.
Rosltta kept her ears and yes wide
open, but not being trained aiong me
chanical lines she could not 'under
stand many of the things she eaw.
Still she was glad that Napoleon hon
ored her with his confidence as from
now on there would be no objection to
her visiting the shops whenever she
pleased.
Napoleon took Astra back to Wash
ington late in the afternoon. Mrs. Edlson and Rositta walked down to the
sandy shore and sat listening to the

I want you to be his master.
you
come with me?"
Will
you and yours forever!'
with
am
"I
The tone in which this was said was
enough for Rositta. She knew she had
poleon.
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Isolated
Continent
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A Romance of the
Future
By

Cuido Von Horvath
and Dean Hoard
Copyright,

X

br W. O. ChapmMi Is the United
ButesaudGMrtBiiiftla.

WIS,

SYNOPSIS.
For fifty years the continent of North
America had been Isolated from the rest
a wonof the world by the use of
derful Invention of Hannibal Prudent
The invention had saved the country
continent
from foreign Invasion, and thegovernment
had been united under one
with Prndnnt a a nrestnnt. For half a
century peace and prosperity reigned in
this part of the world. The story opens
with President Prudent critically ill. Hisa
death is hastened by the receipt of
message from Count von Werdensteln pi
Germany that he has at last succeeded In
nenetratins the ravs. uying. ne wai
hi daughter Astra that this means a for
eign invasion. He tells her to hurry to
h Inland nf Olrvne. but dies before he
ran tll the location of the place. byAstra
the
a nnmlnatorl fnr tho nrpsldenCT
continental party. Napoleon Edison calls
puon Astra. Informs her that he was a
pil of her father's, and promises to helpt
new-her. He gives her a ring maae 01 a says,
discovered substance which, he
wrlll inlva tVia nrnhlom of flvini. Chevaltar At Tnn armen ra In RurODe. He Calls
on von Werdensteln and offers him the
secret of making gold In return for abso
peace, ine chcvmlute disarmament ana hpfnir
an American,
lar ta anarurrai1 nf
He is seized at night and carried off In
n onniana
Antra ta Inaugurated as
r.rociort RVia ropeivea a messasre from
Edison, whose long silence has worried
her. that he has been a prisoner for two
months on the island of Helgoland and
has just escaped. He announces that the
fuUrntri flppf of EuroDo has onsailed
her
tor America. He promises to call
th fniinwinff- nlarht. Countess Rosiny, a
Ainu hMwme n nrisnnor in hone of secur
ing Napoleon's secret She falls in love
nrtth v.(m Mhn (HTPps to 1oln him in an
ttcmnt to arañe. Bv the. use of fire maworks he summons a curious flyingeagle,
rhine mhiph rnacmbles a monster
message
to
anñ Rends his
Mo AHpnnc
Atra T?.H(ann ralla nn Astra as Dromised.
have
He tells her his plans for defense
nintod hut that he will give full
Island
on
workshop
the
r details at his
of Ciryne in the Pacific. They make the
are based
plans
His
hours.
trip In three
substance,
m ih Tieoiillarttv of the new any
known
drvnith, which Is lighter than
metal and is practically Indestructible.
Th Euroneans succeed In passing the
line of Isolation, but find that the Amerl
.ana hpvn oatahllshed a second one. Edl
son delivers a note to von Werdensteln
in his flagship demanding that the fleet
be withdrawn. Edison is attacked, but
hv th tis nf some mysterious power he
destroys two warships and several aeroplanes. Realizing his helplessness werdensteln withdraws his fleet and consents
to universal disarmament. Edison's mother tu in on the island of Ciryne. Countess
'
Peiny offers to go and comfort her, hop
ing to discover iaison s secrem. duo m
rim in weava a net around Santos Du
The countess
prel, Edison's assistant.
offering
rets a letter from Werdensteln
her the princedom of Schomburg-Llthofor Edison's secret Edison and Santos
tort in pnrrh nf a new deDOsit of clryn
Jth, their Bupply being almost exhausted.
Thpv find it on the estate of Schomburg- Lithow. The countess finally gets Santos
Into her clutches. She gets another letter
out
from Werdensteln asking her to find
Why Edison is interested in the Schom-tour- g
to
personally
estate. Edison applies
Werdensteln with an offer for tne prop
erty, but gets no satisfaction, f
i
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CHAPTER XVI. Continued.
"Is there an answer?" he asked In
English.
"Will you see the countess person
.illy?" asked the chancellor.
"Who?" he asked stupidly.
"Oh, never mind," answered the
chancellor, knowine the man knew
nothing whatever about the message
"Who will come after the answer, if
there is one?"
"A bird man."
"A bird man?" The count did not
know whether the man was really
- simple or not
"Where do you live?
"In America."
"H'm; that is a broad answer. Yes,
there will be a message."

.
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'noble-thinkin-

so-call-
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Dr. S. Locke, D. D. S.
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Business Cards

Notice for Publication

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico.
Feb. 18, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Rolin L
Cross of Mills, N.N, who on Aug 22,
1910, made Enlarged HE No 011983 for Modenn Equipmeut,
Largest y
NEJ NWi Sec. 35 Twp, 23 N. Range
Coil in N. M
26 East of N. M.P. Meridian,
has filed
Graduate Nurses.
notice of intention to make final throe
Drs. Noble & Doughty,
year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described before W.H. TUCUMCARI, :
: N. M
WillcoxU. S. Commissioner, at his
office in Roy, N. M. on the 18th day of
April, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses
R W Eaton
L W. Seright,
AC Procter
P O Seright,
C. A. ARMOUR. ProD.
All of Mills Mora County, New Mex.
New Bath Room and up-t- o
Paz Valverde,

Of

Tucumcari Hospital
X-Ra-

Will be in ROY May 3d
to 10th to doyour Dental work.
Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

THE ROY

BARBER SHOP

'

4--

Office with Dr. M. D. GipBS.

.

''

Register.

date Fixtures.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

A modern Barber Shop.

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
Feb. 24,1914,
Notice is hereby given that William
M Patterson of Mills, N M who on
made HE Se. No 010563 for
Lots 6and 7, and EJ-Sof Sec; 0,
NEi-N2,
Lots'l and
and NWi-N7
Twp, 21, N.
Section
Range
26 E,
Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U S Commissioner, at his office at Roy
NM, on the 8 dsy of May 1914,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

1
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jPERSONAL andt
i
LOCAL

CZD

Estray: A five months old
heifer, calf, red, white' face,
Brand, left ribs unintelligible
under-bit- ,
right ear. split left ear
Under size.

Department of the interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,

Mar

j

Pen-Sketc- h

E. F. Ivey is building a large
barn of the lumber he had sawed
here, at his claim a mile east of
town. It is a fine looking building and adds much to the appear
ance of his place.

Agt. for the E-&
Ry here went to Tucum-car- i
Wednesday to meet a friend
from the east who comes here-fo- r
H. M, Brown,

P

S-- W.

,

training.
Miss Eula May Tindall, came
up from Texas last week, and is
visiting at the Hern home in Roy.
She is a daughter of "Bud" Tindall.
.

Easter Thoughts
By Miss Virginia Mc Clure, Mills, N. M
,

,

Almost two thousand years
have come
gond since. Christ
his health. He hopes to
died upon the Cross, yet'thereis
bring him. here if his condition
not today a city, town or hamlet
is such as to stand the higher alupon the civilized globe where
titude of the Mesa.
tdere is not some building, large

ad

or small, erected to his honor;
remotest parts of
our country, where the iron railings have not yet found there
way, a church-spirpointing toward His throne is a glittering
monument to. His memory. And
now, when city and village stores
are gay with Easter, colors' and
the lily is making bright and fra
grant the dull corners of our
homes, a reference to the Holy
City does not seem amiss.

R. L. Cross "was sent here from
and even in the
Oscura, N. M. Wednesday to take

Mr. Brown's place in the Depot
during a brief absence. Mr.
Cross is a homesteader 18 miles
north of Roy and will prove up
soon.
Sam Strong and wife moved
out to their claim Monday and
will farm this summer and con-

tinue their honeymoon undisturbed by the maddening cvowd.
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Get a Hunting Licence

According to a Proclamation
by the president dated October
1st, 1913, the open season for all
migratory birds, such as Geese,
Ducks, Curlew, Snipe, Plover,
etc, is from September 1st to
December 16thof each year, ir
The
respective of state laws.
geese,
etc. is
season for ducks,
now closed.
Please remember that the law
requires you to take out a license
for carrying a gun for any purpose, whether on your own property or elsewhere
Al. S. Hanson,
Deputy Game Warden

Notice. For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S, Land Office Clayton, N. M.
Feb 24, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Axel A
Carlson of Roy, N M who on
made HE. No, 010247 for NWi and Eiand NEi-SSec
NEi and SWÍ-NE- J
23 Twp 21N Rg 25E NMP Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make Three ,
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H
Foster U, S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy,N. M.,
on the 8th day of May 19Í4.
Claimant names as witnesses;
LWPeiffer
J L Swaim,
Leo Nalepinski,
John Fessler,
All of Roy N, M.
. .
Paz Valverde,
Register.
,

-

Notice For

e

Friends here received a telegram Wednesday announcing
the death of "Uncle Hilly" Vance
at the home of his daughter; Mrs.
Chandler' at Cimarron.
His
there. Her daughter, Helen, condition was such when ..they
wentto Dawson last week to work took hinchóme from Roy that
in a hoter and the other two this news is not a surprise to his
many Roy friends,
girls are running the Oriental.

l

NMP

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Mar 171914.
Notice is hereby given that charles F
Stanley, of Solano NM who on 0 10
10-1-

made HE nos

Lots
Ei-N-

1 & 2

and

Ei

012236-01699-

sec 18 T 19,N
EJ-NW-

for

1

RJ27

E and

Í,

13 Twp 19N,Rng 26E
P,
Meridian,
M.
has filed notice of
N.
final
to
make
three year proof
intention
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Reg& Receiver u. s.

and

Dina Maldonado and
daughter, J ulia went to Wagon
Mound Tuesday to visit her married daughter and other friends
.

Wi--

Notice is hereby given that JosenhNWright, of Roy, N M, who on
made,, HE, 23581 Serial 06432
&Ad'l. C9971for SE etc 17 and SWi
Sec, 17 Twp, 21 N, Range 27 E, NMP
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F H Foster, U S Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, N M, on the 23d.
day of May, 1914,
claimant names as witnesses,
Claimant names as witnesses:
A C Meikle,
c E Deaton, John M Beard
Herbert W Davis
Ben Hobson,
Oral O Deaton, Thomas M Ogden
Levi A Brown,
... All of Mills M, -All of Roy, N M,
Paz Valverde.
Paz Valverde
4 25
Register
Ei

Owner can secure same by
identyfying and paying for this
The appointment of Fourth notice and for care of animal.
Class Postmasters for New MexS. B. Tower; .,
ico has finally been announced by t2Pd
Roy, N. M.
the P. 0. Department. Win. G.
An attractive
of
Johnson drew the office at Roy
the
of
faces
Democratic
Candidaand will soon assume the role of
tes for Town Officers of Springer
"Nasby" to this town.
appears in last week's Springer
We hasten to congratulate Mr
Times, It is the work of Mr.
Johnson on having won the place
He scored several points above Russel Cotbingham, a relative of
the Alldredge families who was a
all competitors in the 'civil Ser
guest at the L. E. Alldredge home
vice Examination and was en
in Roy recently : It is clever
titled to the appointment,
work and denotes both talent and

23

Mrs.

Wi-NE-

Land

'..

Sec

i,

office

at Clayton, n.m
of May, 1914.

on the 7th day

claimant names as witnesses:
"

' Joseph Allen,
Walter Ross
Oscar A Million
all of Solano, n. m.
Paz Valverde,

John W Mackey,
-

'
CopiiiUi. by McClura Syndicate.)
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

the British ra India tn dialing with as NEED
riculture has been its development of
enterprises,
Irrigation.
Irrigation
built or fostered by the state, have
lessened famine areas, decreased the
death rate, added to the tillable territory and reduced human suffering to
a large degree.
Good Government Established.
Is impossible, within the limits of
It
By
LL.D.
this article, even to sketch all the
achievements or the failures of British rule in India. One can do little
more than suggest how, in the far
East, a great nation, destined to play
large part In tomorrow's world, as
a
HAS ENGLAND FAILED IN INDIA?'
part of the, mighty British empire or
alone, is being made. Probably the
population exceeding 100,000, and only greatest contribution to India by the
Delhi, India.
British rule in In- five whose Inhabitants exceed a quar- British has been the establishment of
dia Js suffering ter of a million. There are more than civil rule that means absolute justice
the evil results of 200,000,000 people In India directly de- between man and man. There are exits own virtues. It pendent not merely Indirectly upon ceptions, of course, lamentable and
has taught Ind- agriculture. The Indian fanner "the numerous, but on the whole the Britians to stand alone ryot at the plow" is the dominant ish administrator has brought equality,
and some of them, figure in any picture of Indian life before the law, inflexible though stern
I
which has true perspective. The land justice, and unswerving honesty to a
superficially
cated usually, problem is at the very heart .of things. land where before he came might
í
' Í,.v. ' '
wish to try the The final test of British rule is how it alone made right and the biggest bribe
Vjj.
won every case.' This result has been
experiment with- has helped the dweller on the land.
brought about, in large measure, by
InEquitably
Adjusted.
Taxation
out assistance.
men of the Indian civil service, workand
by
Judged
unrest
test,
this
the
measure
of
dian
ing
almost alone, in obscure villages.
tragis
not
The
success
small.
tax
land
attendant
its
edies are virtue's has been changed into an approxima- In one district, with a territory the
own reward. The tion of fairness and reasonable justice, size of France and a population of
citizen of the Uni- left unassessed or uncollected alto- 700,000 Indians, one white man, Huted States, look- gether in times of famine, from which, bert Calvert, brother of Dr. Sidney
ing at the work- by failure of the monsoon, the wind Calvert of the University of Missouri,
ing out of the co- bringing rain, certain Indian provinces is administrator. This is but a single
lonial problem by often suffer. When the British came example. The British have done their
was king, all south- good work in India not by force of
old hands at the the
business, sees constantly in the back- ern India was in his merciless grip, numbers nor by rule of bayonet any
ground the Philippine islands, with and in northern India the farm la- more than by the music of the kettleamateurs molding the scheme of borer, thóugh he made a fortress of drum.
things. But the Philippine problem his village and followed the plow Natives Represented In Government.
is "another story," to quote Kipling, sword in hand, was the constant vicIndian representation In the legisthe masterful
who tim of spoliation. The first attempts lative councils and municipal governcame out of India, trailing jingoism. at land revenue adjustment which the ments has been gradually Increased.
British made were disastrous failures. It is now sufficiently large to permit
Let's stick to the Indian text.
Beginning as a purely commercial Gradually, however, schemes of taxa- every section of the diverse and disenterprise, with no other object than tion have been evolved and problems cordant population to have a voice.
to make money for British traders, of land ownership have been settled This Indian voice does not, as yet, dioften more aggressive than scrupu- that are placing rural India, as far as rectly determine the policies of govlous, the government of India by the these questions are concerned, in the ernment, but it is free to discuss these
British has as its chief concern the same condition as the countries of policies, to question them and to bring
making of men. That's a big Job any- Europe where such questions have them to the bar of public opinion. In
where, but it is particularly large been more equitably and longer set- consequence, British rule has become
more responsive to native sentiment
when the territory is a continent, as tled.
Close akin to the problem of the The British government, always an
is India, and not a single country, and
the inhabitants are
of the en- taxation of land is the question of arbiter and promoter of peace between
rural credits. The British found the warring factions, has, by the new libtire human race.
in the hands of the eral policy of larger native represenproblem
The
is not lessened by the Indian peasant
money-lendeusurious
The grip of tation In official place, become also in
Ignorance, poverty and superstition of
creature,
who
this
countries some measure an interpreter of the
has
all
the alien and diverse peoples who
entirely native opinion and an administrator
own,
not
for
his
has
been
constitute the inhabitants. The good
loosened,
off.
been
shaken
has
It
of its desire. This is not
fruits of British rule are many, but
they cannot be seen from the car however. The establishment of coof course indeed, it is a long
window nor their importance gauged operative credit societies has done distance from it but it Is a step In
obby the tourist flitting from hotel to much for the rural laborer. The
that direction. Because of this fornecessary
jection
lack
Indians
the
that
'
ward step and from the ranks of the
curio shop.
spirit of
has been shown educated but unemployed natives
Not Governed by Bayonets.
British rule in India is not military to be without inundation. In seven has come much of the turbulence
rule. Bayonets may establish, but years 3,456 societies have been estab- among the native population which
they cannot maintain government lished, with a membership of 226,958 seems at times to threaten British
British rule in India Is government by persons and 'with a working caiptal of supremacy in India. Imbued with libthe civil power. Less than 75,000 $3,430,000, of which the state contriberalism in the unlveftities and with
furno other serious work that appealed to
white soldiers are stationed in this uted only $230,000, the rest being
empire of more than 300,000,000 peo- nished by the people themselves.
in alf
them, given representation
The Famine Evil Minimized.
ple. The United States have a larger
branches of government the natives
India has always been subject,' in or rather, a few of the more advanced
standing army for less than
.that number of inhabitants three part, to famines, which is the eastern
are leaders in a movement of "India
times the soldiery f or the American word for partial or total crop failure. for the Indians." That British rule is
republic as compared with the Indian ,TheBe famines are caused by what an seriously threatened by this unrest
widespread though it may be, is doubt
empire. True, military rule was un- old writer quaintly called "the
of the weather." ..British ful. That British rule will change, is
duly exalted at the time of the controversy between Lord Curzon, the vice- rulb has not been able to cure this changing, to meet the awakening
although It has spirit of democracy In the empire of
"intemperateness"
roy, and Lord Kitchener, the
'
.
when the latter asked of, been frequently blamed for its exis- India, is certain.
England and was given a "free tencebut it has devised a plan which
The evils of British rule are on the
The "free mitigates to a considerable extent the surface: exploitation, absentee govhand" in administration.
hand," when inquired into, is usually evils arising from it. Under this plan ernment the hill station where off, found to mean a complete abandon- not only are taxes remitted, but finan- icialdom retires from contact with the
ment of all checks and safeguards cial aid is extended in the famine dis- people, a press law which Surendra-natBanerjee, "the uncrowned king
which long experience has devised. tricts. "Nothing redounds more to
When these are set aside at the be- the credit of the government of India," t of Bengal," says is ' possible only be
hest or in behalf of the exceptional said Lovatt Fraser, for years the edi- cause of the., good character of the
man, trouble follows. And so it was tor of the greatest newspaper in the administrators; too much
and too little helpful, persona
in India. It is sham imperialism, not East, the Times of India, "than the
a real one, that puts the army and success with which they have gradu- intercourse with the natives; a certain
navy ahead of justice and liberty, of ally evolved a system of dealing with lmperiousness which apparently looks
the conditions caused by scarcity, a down on all things
civil rule.
It Is
200,000,000 Dependent' on Agriculture. system admirable in conception, al- chasing flyspecks to discuss these and
India ia not governed by bayonets, most automatic in its operation, and other smaller evils. The American
neither is it an empire of camps and unfailing In Ub efficiency." Famine In looks with disapproval, but he rememcities. The city is of secondary im- India is now a misnomer. As well bers his own treatment of the negro
portance in this land. We hear more might one describe as famine in the in the South and the false Impressions
of Calcutta and Bombay and Madras United States the conditions caused given of that treatment in Uncle
capital of Delhi, but by the drought in certain districts in Tom's Cabin and other works of ficand the new-oltion, and he forbears criticism.
the real Indian is a villager. In all 1913.
Perhaps the monumental work of (Copyright, 1914, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
India there are only. 27 cities with a
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PROPER SETTING

ARRANGEMENT

OF
ARTISTIC
PIECE8 OF CHINA.

Important Point Is Preservation .of
Color 8cheme In its Entirety-H- ow
Woman Evolved Really
Clever Idea.
China and artlstio pieces of pottery
are so Inexpensive and their collection
is a source of so much Interest and
real enjoyment that their care and arrangement are a matter of more than
passing Interest In the home. Good
china or pottery Imitations require a
suitable setting for best effects. Valuable specimens should be single oi
placed in groups. Mugs and plates
on the plate rail should be separated,
each collection as a single decoration.
The. construction of the plate rack
should conform to the general style oi
the room, and the articles placed upon
It should be of one color, or consist oi
a collection of pieces which will not
give to the room the general air of I
curio shop.
One woman desirous of having
dainty plates upon her plate rack, but
who was unable to get the kind she
wished, made several of oriental design by cutting patterns from a papei
that is used to give a stained glass appearance to windows. The paper was
cut into many beautiful patterns and
pasted around the edge and across the
center of inexpensive china plates, but
in perfect harmony with the color
scheme of her dining room.
The washing of valuable china needs
to be carried out very cautiously and
carefully. A big wooden bowl, filled
with warm soapsuds, to which a few
drops of household ammonia have
been added, should be prepared, and
each piece of china washed separately
in this, using a square of old flannel
for. plain pieces and a soft brush for
elaborately ornamental articles. Rinse
in another, wooden bowl of clear, warm
water and dry with linen cloths. Wash
the pretty,' new table china yourself
in the dining room. Have a pan of hot
water, some soap, a mop and towels
in the dining room after the meal is
over, and there wash the china. Put
them in their places Immediately
afterward and you will not find the
work a tax. To prevent fine china
plates breaking,, put a thickness of
blotting paper between them. This
may be bought in large sheets and cut
into rounds which are large enough to
prevent one plate from marring the
decoration of another.
Porcelain ware can be mended wjtb
ordinary putty mixed with oil Work
a small particle into the worn place,
set it aside for several days and food
can be cooked in the vessel without
danger of a putty taste. A good
cement for broken china is made by
stirring plaster of parls Into a thick
solution of gum arable until It becomes
a viscous paste.
,

Rub Milk Into Oilcloth.
To ruin, oilcloth clean it with hot

water or eoapsuds, and leave It

half-wipe-

and it will look very bright
while wet but very dingy and dirty
when dry, and will soon crack and
peel off. But if you wish to preserve
it, and have it look new and nice, wash
it with soft flannel and lukewarm
water, and wipe perfectly dry. If you
want the oilcloth to look extra nice,
after it is dry, drop a few spoonfuls of
milk over it and rub with a dry cloth.

a

Fish With Mashed Potatoes.
Butter a baking dish. Line the bot
torn and sides thickly with well seasoned mashed potato, preferably beaten light with an egg. To flake fish add
half its quantity of bread crumbs and,'
enough white sauce to make it quite
moist and beat well Season highly
Fill the space left in the potato with
this mixture and bake in a hot oven.
Fold a napkin neatly around the bak
jng dish and serve.
.

'
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matter at
Entered as second-clas- s
the postoffice in Roy, N. M.

If the democrats

of this state

believe in democracy and the establishment of a government of
the people, for the people, by the
people, it is high time to organize for that purpose and to that
end begin 1UGHT NOW in
EVERY SCHOOL DISTRICT in
the county and state by the
and demanding of the
installation of 'the doctrines of
democracy in the future regime
Of the civif government of this
state instead of permitting a con
tinuance of the present unrighteous and oppressive regime of
republicanism which is "Mene,
Mene, Tekel, Upharsin" which
being interpreted means "weighed in the balance and found wanting." Nevertheless, the forces
Of republicanism are active and
strong and, "By the jumping
Jingoes," never sleep, and in civil government they heap up great
debts which consume large sums
of tax money which is produced
by great labor and expense of the
taxpayers, along with great pri
vation,'want and anxiety of needy
children and toiling wives in the
scanty homes of the
plat-formi-

ng

Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
Ry.

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

T. F. SELF
Physician and Surgeon
Residence

Office At

ROY, NEW MEXICO

,

Governor McDonald favors the
of
renomination and
congressman H. B, Fergusson,
Democrat, of Albuquerque for
congress. He said that congressman Fergusson was working all
the time for the interests of
New Mexico and that he enjoyed
the confidence of the
-

A. S. HANSON

Notary Public
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
NEW MEXICO
ROY,

Lodge Directory

CMS

Col.
F. O. WHITE
MILLS

Homestead Lodge, No. 46
1.

0.

I Cry Sales Every where.
1 Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable

at

Meets erery Wednesday evening
I. O. O. F. Hall, Koy, N. M.
-

Satisfaction

GWt'd

Secretary.

Noble Grand.

Harmony Rebekah

F. H. FOSTER

Lodge No. 24. D. of R.

United States
Commissioner

Meets in L O. O. F. Hall, Róy,;N. M.
1st. and 3d. Friday evening of each
month, Visiting members always wel-

people ."
The only thing to fear from the
people is' inaction. Inaction of
the people is always to be feared
for it is by the inaction of the
people that we are loaded with a
(CooyrlBht.
"""""
serfdom to colossal, illegal obligaEaster Cards, and a fine line
tions that ten generations will of
Easter candies and novelties,
not see fulitilled unless fulfilled
now on sale at The Fairvlew
by repudiation or the increase in
Pharmacy, Boy.
such obligations stopped by the
vigorous action of the people. And
it is high time to stop such increase. Two little counties alone
in this síate succeeded in sad
dling on the state more than a
million dollars of illegal obligation
Prompt and Careful
Do you want it, repeated?
Given all Business
Clayton Citizen.

,

Grace

Attorney.
at Law

Governor Mc Donald on
Taxation Matters

ROY,

D.

Secy

.

Office

HARRY WOODWARD
Harness and Shoe Shop
Repairing a Speciality

with

AH

'

PROOFS

Spanish-America-

:

n.

New Mex.

JEWELRY
Watch and clock repairing
a specialty, Eyeglasses
fitted. All work Guaran,
teed.
tft
'

--

Roy,

N. Mexr

J. FLOERSHEIM

Goods
Bought and Sold

Also Second-Han-

- CONTESTS
ETC.

Geo. Hart

CampNo.14361

.;.

Me.A

Collins,

Modern Woodmen
of America

At-tenti- on

Entrusted to

V.

Roy,

.

J. B. Lusl

N. G.

Mrs. Beckie Goodman
Miss

FILINGS-

'

come.

NEW MEXICO

AUCTIONEER

O. F.

Visiting- members always welcome
OHn Leach,
T. F. Seli.

taxpayers. ,
Thomas Jefferson said, "I am
not among those who fear the

d

Notary Public

Work Guaranteed

New Mex.

S. DurriQ,

informed on New Mexico's con
fUtoroey dt Law
dition but who believes that the
U. S. Ccmroissicner
property
in
total value of taxable
$450,000,000
reach
Solaoo, N. M
the state will
or evert $500,000,000," declares
governor McDonald. "This being true, then there is no excuse
for not securing the return of Mrs. Ida E. Watson Prop.
this amount bf property for tax- First Class Meals.; Good Rooms.
ation, thereby lowering the tax
Competent Service.
rate to a figure whereby J new
Great-Wester- n
Block,
comers and capital will be enRoy,
N. M.
couraged to come into the

The Roy Gafe

state.

M.D. GIBBS

,

over-time-work-

"There is no one who is at all

Pro fesslónaí Cards

"Therein urgent need forgrant
Church Directory.
ing to the state board of equaliza
UNION SÜNDAY SCHOOL
tion more power to equalize assessments and for appropriating Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
a fund sufficient to enable this at Christian Churcn.
Your
board to carry its investigations presence is necessary.
into the various counties where
Rev; G.B.H all, Supt,
inequalities in assessments prevail and where assessors fail to
CATHOLIC
do their duty.
"There is much for the next Mass once each month at the
legislature to do and in order that Catholic Chtrrch. Dates announcit may be done, believe that the ed in advance.
election of a Democratic majority Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest in charge,
of the house is absolutely necessary. That the Democrats will
Pre.sbyterian,
secure a working majority', I believe is posible, despite the legisSermon every third Sunday
lative a pportionment of the state
which is a serious handicap to at 7.30 P.M. at Christian Church.
J. S. Russel, Pastor.
Democratic victory. I am going
to take an active part in the
BAPTIST
campaign to insure a democratic
First Sunday in each month.
victory at the polls and expect to
go on the stump during the cam- Service 3 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. R. A. Price , Pastor.
paign,"

Oriental Hotel

t

t

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

Mrs. Vina (Maldonado
and Daughters, Troprietors,
New Management, Refurnished
Large
Good Meals,
Thruout,
airy .Rooms.

Roy. New Mexico

W. H WILLCOX
L

United States
Land Commissioner
ROY, N. M.

H KOCH
licensed Embalmer

Funeral Director
PHONE 116

:

t

TÚCUMCAM,

H. M.

,

Filings, Contests and Proofs.
Careful and competent serriots rrn
dered in all land matters.
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EVENTS IN THIS AND
EIGN COUNTRIES.
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Mr. Robert II. Norria, No. 1333 Henry St., North Berkeley, Cal., writes:
"We have never had any other medicine but Peruna in "bur home since we
have been married. I suffered with
kidney and bladder trouble, but two
months treatment with Peruna made
me a well and strong man. My wife
ielt weak and was easily tired and
was also troubled with various pains,
but since she took Peruna sho Is well

His Suspicions Aroused.
Gentleman (In railway1 train) How
did thi3 accident happen?
Guard Some one pulled the cord
and stopped the train and the boat
express ran into us. It will take five
hours to clear the line for us to go
ahead. .
Gentleman
Five hours! Gréat
Scott! I was to be married today.
Guard (a married man, sternly)
Look here, are you the chap who
stopped the train?
ECZEMA ITCHED AND BURNED
Dryden, Ore. "My eczema began by
forming small blotches over my neck
and shoulders, also on my face and
later became rough and scaly. First
It appeared in blotches, then it came
in pimples 'and lastly it appeared in a
sort of a rash. It itched and burned
so terribly that' I scratched it and
made sores. My clothing irritated my
body. The eczema disfigured my face
very much and itched so that I lost
much sleep and couldn't work while
it lasted.
"I used many medicines but none of
them took any effect. The disease
lasted nearly two months before I
used Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I
first washed with the Cuticura Soap,
then applied the Cuticura Ointment to
the parts affected. The Cuticura Soap
and Ointment gave me much relief
within two weeks and they proved a
perfect cure in a month." (Signed)
J. C. Corlett, Nov. 19, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free.with 32-- Skin Book. Address postcard "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
.

.

Strange as it may seem,' it's the man
who keeps his troubles to himself that
loses them Boonest.

Backache Warns You
Backache 'is one of Nature's warnings
of kidney weakness.
Kidney disease
kills thousands every year.
'
Don't neglect a bad back. If your back
is lame if it hurts to stoop or lift if
there is irregularity of the secretions
suspect your kidneys. If you suffer headaches, dizziness and are tired, nervous
and worn-ouyou have further proof.
Use Doan's Kidney Pills, a fine remedy for bad backs and weak kidneys.
t,

AN OKLAHOMA
213
S. Pine
St., Paula
Valley, Ok la., saya:

CASE

John T. Jones,

'

J-

SOe
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THAT

DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

WESTERN.
At

Allen Turner, a negro, was lynched
Farmersville, La., by a mob because

he

attacked K. J. McDongald,

a

"

farmer.
Coincident with the announcement
of the selection of twelve reserre
bank cities, news wa3 brought that
Denver, while not one of the regional
centers, will be chosen as a branch
2ity.

The first exhibit to be Installed at
the Panama-PacifiInternational exposition was placed In position in the
completed Palace of Machinery. The
palace Is the largest wooden structure
9ver erected.
Secretary of Commerce Hedfield, accompanied by a large delegation of
Democrats, Including Gov. Ernest Lister, arrived In Tacoma by steamer
from Seattle and was the guest at
luncheon at the Commercial Club.
Ohio mine operators stood firm and
approxi600 coal mines, employing
mately 50,000 men, suspended opera-:ion- s
because of the failure of the
miners and operators to reach a new
wage scale agreement.
Arthur Davis, a colored prize fighter and porter, confessed to the police
of Norfolk, Neb., that he set fire to
a barber shop to cover a slot machine
robbery which netted him and another
porter 141 nickels. The fire damage
amounting to $10,000.
Police Chief Ed Holler of Terre
Haute, Ind., was sent to jail for thirty
Judge
3ays for contempt of court.Fortune enforced a suspended sentence of thirty days and $100 finé for
contempt, held up 'recently following
an apology by Holler.
Gov. Hiram Johnson' has appointed
California's five representatives to attend the American peace centenary,
which meets in Washington, D. C,
Feb. 15, 1915. The meeting is for the
purpose of celebrating the 100 years
of peace between the United States
and Great Britain.
Fire at St. Augustine, Fla., destroyed five tourists' hotels, the county court house and a number of residences. So far as known no lives
were lost, though many guests at the
Florida, Munson, Clairmont, Atlantic
and Central hotels, which were destroyed, escaped scantily clad.
c
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DOAN'S WAV

CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

First in

Evervlliiiuj
Firtt in Quality
Firat in Result
First in Purity

Firtt in Economy
and for these reasons

Calumet Baking
Powder is first in the
hearts of the millions
of housewives who
use it and know it.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World's Pure Fm4 Zipoauiaa,
Chicago, Illinois.
Prh ElBwitins. Franca, Marca
1912.

.1 POWn
JMADEBYTHETRJ

Co-

ten-mil- e

FOREIGN.
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W
BAKING P0
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CO

CHICAGO
nrt Btney whea yea lay tleap ar fcif-e- u
sow tier. Don't be muled. BuyCalmaet, It's
nro economical wort wboletone tires best rsran.
Calumet u tor soptnsr to Mnr sulk sad saos.

ÍYaa lon't
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WASHINGTON.
"Every
Picture Wis

9á,4

"I was confined to
bed for days with
kidney trouble.
I
had- terrible pains
my back
through
and got dizzy and
exhausted. The doctor prescribed for
me, ' but nothing;
helped me, I had almost given up hope
wihen
a
friend
brought me a box of M I
Doan's Kidney Pills.
In three days they
relieved me and four
boxes made me well.
I anv today in the
best of health."
Cet Doan's at Any Store.

FOR-

III LATE DISPATCHES

and strong."

FOSTERpMILBURN

OF

Competitive examinations for fourth-clas- s
postmasters will be held in six
states during May.
An appeal for the metalliferous
mining Industry is to be made direct
to the White House in connection with
a bill introduced by Representative
Taylor of Colorado to codify the United States mining laws.
Miss Eleanor Wilson, who is to be
the fourteenth White House bride; is
the creator of a new fashion fad. Her
idea is a corsage bouquet of hothouse
flowers which " match the artlfical
flowers on her hats.
The resignation of William L. Day
as United States judge for the northern district of Ohio, was received by
Attorney General McReynolds. He Is
a son of Justice William It. Day of
the United States Supreme Court.
A large sun spot group about 50,000
miles long, consisting of a large circular spot and faculae with small
spots in them, has been discovered by
the naval observatory at Washington.
The group is in solar north latitude.
An order suspending until July 30
the tariffs filed by Western railroads,
increasing class and commodity rates
to Utah common points from Chicago,
Missouri river and Mississippi river
territory, has been issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Pensions for widows and minor
children of the officers and men who
served in the Spanish war, the Philippine insurrection and the Boxer uprising in China are authorized by a bill
which passed the House by a vote of
)
276 to 54.
The administration bill to repeal toll
exemption for American ships in the
Panama canal, which passed the
House by a vote of 247 to 162, amid
spectacular scenes, reached the Senate and promptly was referred to the
committee on interoceanic canals
without debate.
The Panama canal entered upon
another phase of progress when civil
government was established on Uncle
strip from ocean to
Sam's
ocean. Col. George W. Goethals, who
as chief engineer during construction
of the big ditch has been autocrat of
its administration, is to be civil governor. Ever since the United States undertook building of the zone, it has
been technically under military rule.

Youssouf Zla Pasha, the Turkish
ambassador who has represented his
government in Washington since June
14, 1910, is to be transferred soon to
another capital.
ConfirmatioA of the nomination of
Winthrop Moore Daniels ,of New Jersey to be a member of the Interstate
Commerce Commission was blocked in
the Senate by Senators La Follette
and Cummins.
President Wilson announced that
John Llnd, his personal representative in Mexico' had sailed for the
United States from Vera Cruz on a
vacation, but would return to Mexico
'
after he had a rest.

Sir Hubert von Kerkomer, famous

artist, died in London, aged

sixty-fiv-e.

Col. George W. Goethals is now governor of the canal zone. In conformity with his own wishes, no ceremony

of any sort marked the occasion.
It is almost certain that Asquith will
be returned to parliament unopposed.
The feeling in favor of a settlement
on a federal basis is gaining ground.
The budget committee of the chamber of deputies has authorized an appropriation for official French particiexposipation in the Panama-Pacifition at San Francisco.
An extraordinary suffragette disturbance occurred at a meeting of the
Poplar borough J council, which had
voted against the use of council halls
for suffragette meetings.
Vice Admiral Wa Matsumoto, for
merly In command of the Kuro naval
station, who was arrested at Tokio in
connection with the naval scandals,
will be courtmartlaled.
It was tentatively decided by the
pope to hold a consistory either at
the end of April or the beginning of
May, unless unforseen "circumstances
should intervene. It is assumed that
about a dozen cardinals will be appointed.
Reports received at Curling, N. F
state that the sealing steamer New
Foundland was crushed and sunk in
the ice of Cape Race and the greater
part of her crew of 170 men perished.
No word has been received of the sealer Southern Cross, reported in troubl
in the lame vicinity.
c

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver ia
right the stomach and bowels are right
CARTER S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gently butfirmly com
pel a lazy liver to
do its duty.
Cures Con'
stipation, In A
digestion,
Sick

IPADTCDv
El

f

1 1

I

VLK

Dil l 5.

Headache,
and Distress After Elating.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS

If you feel 'out of sorts' 'run down' 'got the blubs'

SUFFER from KIDNSY, BLADDER, NERVOUS DISEASES,
CHXONIO WEAKNESS, ULCEB8, SKIN ERUPTIONS, PILES,

write for FREE cloth bound medical book oh
these diseases and wonderful cures effected by
THE NEW FRENCH REMEDY No.1No.2No.3

THERAPIOTJ si

the remedy for tour own ailment. Absolutely FREE.
No 'follow up1 circulars. No obligations. Dr. LeClero
Med. Co., Havkrstock Rd.. Hahpstead, London, Kmo.
wl want to frova therapion will curb you.

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron
and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purposes it has no equal. 16 oz.
package 10c. 3 more starch for same money.
DEFIANCE STARCH

CO, Omaha, Nebraska
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Notice For Publication

i

LOCAL NEWS
OF INTEREST

0

i

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

11

eaucea ir rices;

n

1lcziorr5Hf5fczioizDira

Feb 16, 1314..
Notice is hereby given that Gale G
Kidd of Roy, N. M. who, on May '3,
1907, made HE Serial No
5
for Lots 3 and 4 and Ei SW.
Section 31, ' Township 21
JNorth Kange 27E. N, M. P.
Meridian has filed notice of intention tr
make final five year proof, to estab- nsn claim te the land above described,
before F. H. Foster. Ul S. Commit
sioner, at his office, at Rov. N. M nn
the 6 day of May 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
C F Williams
Charles E Kidd
Levi A Brown
,
W B Harner.
All of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverdfi.
04956-1775-

On ail our winter Goods!

LesAfldredge has purchased
an irrigated farm from his brother, Bob Alldredge Dear Springer
and will be an Alfalfa raiser this
summer; Heis planning to move
to Springer soon and will rent a
house in town for a,, time,. ... He
sent his bunch of cattle to the
F.A, Roy pasture Thursday for
the summer.

INCLUDING
Sweaters, Coats, Men's
Caps, Méri,s and Women's
Heavy Underwear, Hosiery,
Men's Woolen Shirts' and
many and various other

The Home-Talen- t
Vaudeville
people have been working hard
this week getting ready for the
showtonight. It will be a hum-

.

Notice for Publication

dinger and no one who can get to
it can afford to miss if.

...

Department of the Interior,'
U. S. Land Office at CJayton. N. M."

-

We still have a good stock to
select from and, as the cold
weather is by no means over
you will do well to look our
goods over.

A daughter of Mrs. J. J. Cox
and two children arrived Friday
from Joplin, Mo. and will visit
the Cox home on the claim for ai
'
time.
.

Feb. 16,

1914.

Notice is hereby sriven that aWim"
E Kidd of Roy N.M. who on
3
1909, made HE 17543 Serial 08197 and
Adl No 010054, far Lots 8 and 9 sec 1,
Twp 20 N Rg 26 E and Lots 5 and 'l2
Sec 6 T 20 N R 27 E and Lots 7 and
"
10 and
J
Section 1, Twp. 20 N, Range 26 E.'N,
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make' Final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F.H. Foster,
U. S. Com., at his office at Roy,.
N. M., on the' 6,. day of MayT
12-2-

-7

v

"

NJ-SE-

oodmaii
Mercantile
Comrano ft

Mrs. T. C. Nutter, wife of the
Manager of the Loretta. store at
Dawson, is in Roy visiting at the
parental J. N. Nutter home. She
will remain for o couple of weeks.
AI V. Kenoyer,

arrived, this
week from Cashion, Okla, with
a car of stock, household goods,
etc, and will live on the MeikeM
Bros, farm near Mills thi3 sum-nieHe is the father o Elmer
Keneyor of Roy and comes here
to stay.
r.

at his home east of town Friday
morning. He had been seriously
ill for over.a week but friends here
had not realized that his
tion was so sprious; Friends are
doing" all possible for the stricken
;' ,
family.
,

The Ladies of the. Embroidery
Club met 'with Mrs. Dr. Gibbs
Thursday in a regular session.
All the members were present
and their doings were ' kept
secret. However a tray hearing
several dishes of Orange Sherbert
found its way to the office of the
n
and the enr
tire force enjoyed the delicacy as

Ll..

Is..

t

Collier1

Spanish-America-

well as appreciating the

thought-iulnes- s

which prompted the rem
embrance.

Weekly

National

The

First Time

Collier

in Clubs
--

Until this year

has been
sold at $5.50. Now
the price is $2.50
andwehave secured
a concession whereby we can offer it
Collier's

at a still further
reduction in connection with this"
publication.

.

;

Special Offer to Omr Readers
Recognizing the (treat .demand (or Collier's at
the new price, we have made arrangements to
offer it and our own publication each one year
for the price of Collier ' alone. This is a limited
offer and must be taken advantage of promptly.

.What You Get

in Collier's

Collier'i is the one big. independent, fearless
weekly of the whole country. Not only is it the
good citizen's handbook but it is also a
magazine for the whole family. Among the
things that a year's subscription gives arei
'
1000 Editorial
600 News Photo
'
250. Short Articles
ISO Short Stories
100 Illustrated Features
2 Complete Novels
.

,

'

A Cure for Sour Stomach.
Mrs, Wm. M. Thompson, of Battle
Créek, Mich, writes: "I have been

.

ColKer's
S--

,

A.

32.50)

$1.50 j$ 2.50

troubled with indigestion, sour stomach
Much Money Spent for Samples.
and bad breath.
After taking twn
Borne of the larger dry goods houses
,
bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am
of this country are said to expend anwell. Thesetablets are splendid non$ nually
as much as $100,000 in the
''
better." For sale by All Dealers,
preparation of samples, which are sent
to their patrons throughout the country from' which to make selections of
Burbank Seed Potatoes 4c per stock.
4

lb. in 100 lb. lots $3. 7o

Goodman

1914.

Claimant names: as witnesses,
Wm Bowman
C F Williams
Levi A. Brown "
W B Harper
all of Roy, N.M.
Paz Valvenie.

Register;
NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION.

-

Just as. we are going( to press
we learn that T. S. Browning died

.

sur--

C E.

Mar. 5 1914.

Notice is hereby given that wiljiam
Hill, of Roy, N. M. who on
made HE No. .08273, for the- NW
:
and the SWJ
,
Sec 17 Twp. 20 NRng- 27EN.M.P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to .make final three year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described,
U. S. Combefore
missioner W. .H Willcox
at his
office at Roy, , N. M., on the 2 day
of May, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William B owman
Elbert s Click
Clement F Williams Benj. F Emerson"
Paz Valverde,
all of Roy, n M
(Register.
,
2,

,

-

-

ANDEKSON

&

Props

SON,

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blácksmithihg, Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Estimates Given on Pipes ' and
Pumps for Wells
All

lVagon and Carriage
Work our Specialty.
All

Variety

work Guaranteed

Machine

Works

J

ROY,

,

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.

Variety Machine
Works

NEW MEX;

"Getaway" In Gotham.
A New York newspaper has received a number óf letters on the best
method of accomplishing a graceful
"getaway" when making a call. One
correspondent says he manages it by
exclaiming suddenly:, "Oh, can the piffle; I guess I gotta be goinV
.

H'gh Prices for Gruesome Relics.
Gruesome relics were sold in a
Paris auction room the--' other' day.
One was that' of thé petrified body: of"
a Patígoniaír slain' in battle several
thousand yearf ágo.': .The' price was
$1,640. Head "b'f IrMian cut off in Vat-ti$265 ; two books, one bound 'in the
skin of a. white .wqman, .the- other in
(Copyright,
the skin of a negress, $100.
,

;

e,

-

by McClure

Syndicate.)

;

'

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Just Reversed.
Economy.
"Went to a freak dinner last night,
"Don't you think it was extravagant
ra upside down dinner."
in Miss Noodles to buy an automo- 'Tve heard of flying upside down, bile?"
DEAI ire people foolish enough to eat that "No, indeed; she married a chauf-fay?"
feur."
.
"We weren't upside down. The din- v
ler was. We started with nuts and Red Cross Bag Blue makes the foundress
LINE WATER FRONT Inished with soup."
nW'

RESCUE VESSEL

,

BRINGS
THOUSANDS

69

AS SURVIVORS OF DISASTER

"

Aóoríoe01

:-

Adv :

music?"
'i gave them money for getting
away."

..

Putnam Fadeless"" Dyes "are"tne
brightest and fastest Adv.
'

A bachelor never knows whether to
In giving everybody a square deal,
call a baby he or she, so he says "it" do not forget yourself.

REACH ST. JOHNS, N.F.

52

-

Buying Them Off.
"Why do you give those street muslcians money for playing such vile

-

i

The University of Nebraska has 52
women instructors.

HOURS ON ICE FLOE

If Sealed in a Bottle it couldn't

FROZEN, DELIRIOUS CONQUERORS
OF BLIZZARD TELL HORRORS

OF 347 WHO PERISHED.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

St. Johns, N. F., 'April 6. Out of the
t
ice floes of the North At-

storm-swep-

lantic, where for two days and two
nights the crew of the sealing chip
Newfoundland struggled against death,
lost and starving in a blinding blizzard, the sealer Bellaventure Saturday
brought to this port the bodies of
men who perished in the disaster and thirty-eigh- t
survivors of one of
the most terrific trials of human suffering and of heroism in the annals of
the sea.
After being missing for an entire
week no reports have been received
from the sealer Southern Cross. It is
now feared she certainly ' went down
with 173 men on board..
Bodies of eight of the Newfoundland
heroes were not found, bringing the
total death list in that disaster, up to

be more Dust Proof, Dirt
Proof, Impurity
Proof!

I

ty-nin- e

seventy-seven-

.

The Southern Cross carried a crew
of 173 and the probable loss of that
vessel means a death toll of 347 in the
blizzard of Tuesday and Wednesday of
. .
,
last week. ,
While weeping fathers, wives, brothers and sisters crowded the Seamen's
Institute where a temporary mortuary
was prepared, endeavoring to identify
the frozen bodies from the Bellaventure, survivors in the hospitals unfolded the story of the hours of terror on
the ice which is unequaled save by
tales of the Polar regions. And Captain-Robert
P. Scott and his brave
men met death in the Antarctic with
no more fortitude than was shown by
the hardy sealers.
By noon Sunday all but five of the
sixty-nin- e
bodies of the Newfounde
land's hunters brought in by the
had been identified.
The bodies of the victims brought in
by the Bellaventure weqe frozen as
hard as rocks.. Some were locked in
each other's arms, other bodies were
in a sitting position, or with arms under their heads, as though the men
sought sleep and rest on the ice. Others were bent almost in a circle. Many
men in the party became demented
from their cufferings. One group made
a barricade of the bodies of the dead
to protect them from the storm. Many
of these bodies were found almost'
nude, the survivors in their frenzy having torn away the clothing of the dead.
Bella-ventur-

MOB

KIDNAPS

REV.

n.
mm
sit

keeps out dampness water even the air. Everything undesirable is kept completely away from the
fresh pure beneficial dainty inside.
So give constant and delicious aid to
your teeth, digestion, breath and
appetite with the gum with
the "Seal of Purity."
.

BUY IT
BY THE BOX

SPURGEON.

Rev.. Otis L. Spur-geoa Baptist minister, of Des
Moines, Iowa, and Secretary of the
Knights of Luthmer, an
organization, was kidnaped from his
apartment in the Pierce hotel shortly
after 8 o'clock Sunday night. He was
forced into a motor car and carried
twenty-fou- r
miles out of Denver on
Brighton
road, where six men who
the
held him prisoner forced him to leave
the machine, beat him severely over
"the head, face and body and abandoned him in the darkness, after warning him never to return to Denver.
The wounded clergyman, who has
been delivering lectures attacking the
Catholic priesthood, is at St. Luke'B
hospital, where his condition is said
to be serious.
Denver.

The new

The

n,

Anti-Cathol-

ic

...

;

,

for 85 cents at most dealers.
Each box contains twenty 5 cent
packages. They stay fresh until used.

Chew it after every meal
Be SURE it's clean, pure,

healthful WRIGLEY'S.

Look for the spear.
14

0

Wisest Nation.

SPORT.

"It says here, 'One of the idols most

Jack Britton of Chicago won rrom
Leo Kelly, a St. Louis lightweight,
after eight rounds of tame boxing at
St. Louis.
The race horse's Cousin Puss and
Cosgrove died at Churchill Downs at
Louisville, Ky., of pneumonia. The

revered by the Koreans is the figure
of a woman, seated, resting her chin
in her hand,'" said Mrs. Chatterley,
reading the newspaper.
"Which proves that the Koreans are
about the wisest nation on earth," suggested her husband.
'
"How's that, Joshua?"
"Well, said Mr. Chatterley, with distinct emphasis, "simply because they
make a deity of a woman who has
sense enough to give her chin a rest."

I took about 6 boxes of .Dodds Kidney Pills for Heart Trouble from
which I had suffered for 5 years. I
had dizzy spells, my eyes puffed,
my breath was
short and I had
chills and backache. I took the
pills about, a ear
ago and have had

return of the

n

For Infants and Children.

piiiiiMiniiiiiiiinnmmi iiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiinnTiTTTfflTr

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

liiiiniiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiiii

' ALCOHOL--

per cent

3

Avertable Preparation

for As

Bears

similating Ihe Food and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

Signature
Promotes
and Re st .Con tains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
Digestion,Cheerful-ncs-

Not Narcotic
.

en-rich-

'

Std '

Pumpítn

L..l.ll.
AnifSfd

-

t-- H.

,

s

,

Pttipt trOldDrSÁmELimtEft

.'

palpitations. Am
now 63 years old,
able to do lots of
Judge Miller. .. manual labor, am
well and hearty and weigh about
200 pounds. I feel very grateful that
I found Dodds Kidney. Pills and you
may publish this letter if you wish. I
am serving my third term as Probate
Yours truly, '
Judge of Gray Co.
MILLER,
Cimarron,
Kan.
PHILIP(
Correspond with Judge Miller about
this wonderful remedy.
Dodds Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, also music of National Anthem
(English and German words) and recipes for dainty dishes. All 3 sent free.
-
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former was a valuable thoroughbred.
Aviator Garaix established another
passenger carrying aeroplane altitude
record when he ascended to a height
of 5,280 feet with nine passengers at
Chartres, France.
The 1914 Elgin road races will be
run August 21 and, 22, it was announced at Chicago, earlier dates having been selected to prevent a conflict
with the Pomona races to be run. on
the coast.
At Rheims, France, three men
were killed one of them Emile
younger brother of the noted
French aviator, Jules Vedrlnes during an aviation meet at the Champagne aerodrome.
The state of Wisconsin has been
to the extent of $10,000 by' the
5 cent tax levied on the receipts of
the various licensed boxing clubs in
the state, since the new law governing
boxing contests has been in force.

JUDGE CURED, HEART TROUBLE

its

I

VJ

ftpptrmint
brm Sitd

-

CUnfitd Sujar
Wnkiyrttti flavor.
A Dcrfect Remedy for Constipa
lion , Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions Teverish-nes- s

GENERAL.

tor

For Over

and LOSS OF SLEEP.

Representative William Richardson
at Atlantic City, N.
J., from general debility. He was
seventy-fivyears old.
".The Rev. Williarn Woodruff Niles,
D. D LL. D., bishop of the Protestant
Episcopal 'diocese bf New Hampshire
since 1S70, died at the age af eighty-two- .
of Alabama died

Facsimile Signature of

"

Use

--

e

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company,

NEW YORK.
1 ÍTS

fl

fctiZTPfZhTSs.

Adv.

Ella Hackette, ' a nineteen-year-olthe Stvle.
equestrienne, was killed by a fall of
been seeking everywhere
feet from a trapeze In the
J..'- - I
for an engagement." ."'
arena of the Barnum and Bailey cir"Why don't, you try Washington?" cus In Madison Square Garden in New
d

All

e

Guaranteed under the Foodaij

fifty-thre- e

Exact' Copy of Wrapper.

.

(

York.

,

Charged with having Btolen $20,000
in two registered packages being sent
to a New York banking house from St.
Paul, William R. Baum, a Harrisburg,
Pa., postoffice clerk, was placed under arrest.
With a few exceptions eyery coal
In Ohio was closed down for an
mine
TotheMeritof LydiaE.Pink indefinite
period at the close of work
ham's Vegetable ComMarch 31. Ohio coal operators estimate that 50,000 miners are thrown
pound during Change
out of employment.
of Life.
What is said to be one of the first
ore
large bodies of radium-bearin" I was passing ever found in the Northwest is reWestbrook, Me.
through the Change of Life and had ported as having been discovered in
pains in my back Beaverhead county, Montana, by. three
and side and was so Butte mining men. .
weak I could hardly
do my housework. j Remarkable achievements of sex
I have taken Lydia control in animals and birds at the
E. Pinkham's Vege- - Carnegie instituto at Cold Springs,
table Compound and Harbor, L. J., were described in New
it has done me a lot York by Dr. Oscar B. Riddle of the
of good. I will re- experimental station.
commend your medChief of Police Long detailed deicine to my friends
tectives to investigate reports that a
and give you permischild resembling Catherine Winters,
sion to publish my kidnaped
from her home, in Newcastle,
Mrs. Lawrence Martestimonial."
Ind., a year ago, may be in a gypsy
tin, 12 King St, Westbrook, Maine.
camp near, Newark, N. J.
Manston, Wis.
"At the Change of A beautiful and priceless Oriental
Life I suffered with pains in my back rug
that should, have reached New
and loins until I could not stand I also
York last November was received by
night-sweahad
so that, the sheets
Papazian. It is the dewould be wet I tried other medicine Cambere &
present of Henry
wedding
layed
but cot no relief. After takinffonehot-to Turkey, 'to
ambassador
tleof Lydíá E. Pinkham's Vegetable Mrs. F. B. Sayre, daughter
of PresiCompound I began to improve and I
Wilson.
dent
cunuuueu lis use iur six munuis. 1110
and hot
pains left me, the night-sweaDenying with great heat that' she
flashes grew less, and in one year I was wasted, the money of the thousands
a different woman. I know I have to who trusted Henry Siegel's bank in
thank you for my continued good health society climbing,, denying
that she
Mrs. M. J. Brownell,
ever since."
for Siegel- - ánd bitterly
ever
worked
,
Mansion, Wis.
?,
denouncing him as faithless even to
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots his family, Mrs. Marie Vaughn Siegel
and herbs, is unparalleled in such cases. of New York, through her attorneys,
issued a statement to
public She
If yon want special advice write to purported to tear the
veil from
the
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confSiegel's
operations
up the
to
and
show
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
prince
as a king ot
be opened, read and answered by a former merchant
confidence
men,,,,
,,
t
confidence.
woman, and held In strict

WOMEN FROM

45 to 55 TESTIFY

g

I

,

O MP

NY, NSW

Y

O WK

OITV.
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Em

Historic Beard.
The "longest beard recorded in history was that of John Mayo, painter
to the Emperor Charles V. Though
he was a tall man it is said that his
beard' was of such a length that he
could tread upon it. He was very
vain of it and usually fastened it, with
a ribbon to his' buttonhole, and sometimes he would untie it by command
of , the emperor,, who took great delight in seeing the wind blow it in the
faces of his courtiers.
It may be all right to take the
thought for the deed, but no man ever
got" rich that way.
'
Constipation causes and aggravates mairy
serious diseases. It is thoroughly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. Tne favorite
family laxative. Adv.
,
When a married man is henpecked

it is generally because he is

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics Is

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For" ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their- private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is "worth its weight in gold." At
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co,, Boston, Mass.
-

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

,

If you wish beautiful, clear
clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue.
good grocers. Adv.

A toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.

white

At all

Boston school teachers will shortly
form a union.

-

t

For Reitorins Color and
Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
ovo. ana ii.uu at urucif ism.

f W. N. U.,' DENVER, NO.

15-19- 14.

1
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Mor-gentha- u.
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FORCE'
VITAL
hand,
They are in the very air
every
germs are

on
Disease
we breathe. A system 'run down" is a prey for them. One
must have vital force to withstand them. Vital force depends
on digestion on whether or not food nourishes on the
quality of blood coursing through the body.
i

.

:

BIl PIERCE'S

Men Eleiical:;;BisceFy.

Strengthens the weak stomach. Gives good digestion. Enlivens the
sluggish liver. Feeds the starved nerves. Again full health and strength
return. A general upbuilding enables the heart to pump like an engine
running in oil. The vital force is once more established to full, power.
Year in and year out for over forty years this great
remedy has been spreading throughout the entire world because of its
ability to make the sick well and the weak strong. Don't despair of
'being your old self again. M Give this vegetable remedy a trial Today
Now. You will soon feel "like newagain." Sold in liquidor tablet form by
Druggistaortrial box for 50cbymail. Write Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, N.Y.
Pierce's great lOOSpase "Medical Adviser
Ir.
'
stamps
clotb'bonnd, sent for at one-ce- nt
health-restori-

-

ng

,

the
KOTicE
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Santa FeN M,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Feb. 28th 1914,
Mar. 11 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Frederick Notice is hereby given that Inez Howe
of Sanchez, N M, whoon Jan 11, 1911
Fluhman, of MillsN. M who, on
made HE Serial No. 10272, for the made HE No, 014777, for N NW Sec,
35, and N NEJ Section 34,
NWiandtheNEj
Sec, 13 Township 22 N Rge. Twp, 15 N, Range 24 E, N M P,
26 East, N. M, P. Meridian, has filed Meridian, has filed notice of intention
notice of intention to make Final to make three year proof, to establish
five year proof, to establish claim claim to the land above described, beto the land above described, before fore G H Buxton, U S Commissioner
W.H. Willcox, U.S. Commissioner at at his office at Buxton, N M, on
his office, at Roy, N. M. on the 16th, the. 16th day of April,' 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
day of May 1914.
EBCropp,
Turner Pender,
Claimant names as witnesses,
Chavez
Francisco
J M Howe,
WmSchoenerstédt Lawrence W Fliess
N M,
Sanchez
All
of
Henry F Fliess
PauJ F Roeber,
Francisco Delgodo
7
4
Register,
all of Mills, N. M.

Paz Valverde

--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Register.

Department of. the Iuterior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
Feb. 27. 1914,
Notice is hereby given that JoseDolores
Archuleta, of Mosquero NM, who on
Feb. 6, 1911, made HE, ' Serial No.
012788, for Lots 1 and 2 and Si
17
Township
Section 5,
NEJ
N, Range 29 E, N M P Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described before Mrs Elvira
G Stanton, U S Commissioner,
at
7
M
of
day
N
on
Mayt
the
Mosquero
.

Notice for Publication

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Mar. 111914.
Notice is hereby given that Frank J
0
SeidelJr, of Roy, N.M.who,
made . HE Serial No 010933 for SEJM
Section 9 Township 20N. Range 26E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final three year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office, Roy
New Mexico, on the 15 day of May.

State of New Mexico,
jss
County of Mora
Fourth Judicial District.

1914.

Claimant names as witnesses:
G R Abefnathy,
W S Wane
Paul Anderson,
John Sshtielddr.
all of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Register.

for Publication

Deparement of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office, at Clayton, N. M.
Mar 11 1914.
given
that Luciana C
Notice is hereby
Martinez formerly Luciana Chavez, of
Roy N M who on "J any 27 1909 made
HE Serial No 07362 for the
NEJ-SSwJ-NW- i,
Section 6,
25
Me
19N.
N.M.P.
range
Twp.
ridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore W.H. Willcox U.S. Commissioner
at his office in Roy, N. M. on the 15
day of May 1914.
claimant names as witnesses,
, Francisco P Martinez Antonio Torres,
Juan Isidro Romero
Leandro Archuleta
3--

3

Registe

Department of the interior,
'
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

When thinldng of
Notice is hereby given that Lemuel That
New Sbring
L Reed, of Solano, N. M, who, on
Apr,
1911made Adl HE, Recpt. No Suit," Call and see
Serial No.
for the SEi,
Section 27,
our
Twp. 20 N. Range
E. N.
P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention Edward E. Strauss,
to
Feb. 11, 1914,

17,
752192,

013148
27

M

J,

.

all of Roy, N. M.

'

Paz Valverde,

Register

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
V
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.'

April 6 1914,
t ,(
Notice Is hereby given that John
W Wilkins, of Mills, N. M. who on
r

George O, Cable

on3-28-1-

EJ-NW-

Paz Valverde,

Samples.

We can suit you
in Price? Style and
Workmanship,
Geo. D. Miller, Agt
.

4--

'

Wi,

ar

make final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above describ
ed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S, Com
missioner at his office at Roy, N. M.
on the 24th day of April 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
1914,
Claimant names as witnesses:
James W Johnson
Ben W Sturjrls
M.
Roy,
of
N.
, xNicolas Chaves,
Joso Eliao Griego
Jacinto Gal indie, Joseph G Reed,
Donato Sanchez
Jose J Garcia,
All of Mosquero N M
of Solano, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
Register.
3.7 4
Register.

Notice Eor Publication

Notice

y

Notice For Publication

Register.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land'Offlce at Clayton, N. M.
Mar 11 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Genoveva
O Madril of Roy, N. M who on
made HE, No 96875 Serial 07944, for
the lots 1,2 and 3 and NEJ SWJ,
Sec 18, Twp. 19 N. Range
25 E N. M. P. Meridian has ; filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land atove described, before W. H.
Willcox U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N. M. on the 15th day of
May 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses: .
Vicente Martinez . Seferino Garcia
Roman Sandoval All of Roy, N. M
Jesus Vigil of Wagon Mound, N M
Paz Valverde,

Department of the Interior
U S Land Office, Clayton, N M
Feb 11 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Jesse C
Grinstead of Mills, N M who, on Dec
95948,
16 1908, made Homestead-entrSerial No 0249 for SEi Section 4,
Twp 2 N Range 26 E,N M P Meridian
has filed notice of intention to make
Five-yeproof to establish claim to
the land above described before .W H
Willcox U S Commissioner at his office in Roy N M on the
6th day of
May, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses
Herbert Mericle Manford S Bentley,
Jesse E La Rue
Albert F Pate,
'
all of Mills NM

4--

3--

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.

Notice for Publication

f

.

Plaintiff,

,

No. 07514 for
made HE 96-SWJ, Section 35 Township 22 North
No2279 Range 26
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to , make five
May cable,
year Proof, to establish claim to
Defendant.
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S Commissioner, at Roy
,' In the District Court.
N,M. on the JOthday o May, '14,
The said Defendant, May Cable,
Claimant names as witnesses;
will take notice that a suit has been
John Russell,
commenced against her in the District Jessie Russell
- all of Mills NM
William
DeForce
Court of the Fourth Judical District
of the State of New Mexico, sitting G R Abernathy, of Roy,N. M.
within and for the County of Mora,
Paz Valverde,
whrein the Plaintiff, George 0. Cable,
Register.
.
prays for an absolute divorce from the
said Defendant, and for such other
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
aud further .relief as to the Court may
seem meet and proper.
Department of the Interior,
You are further notified that unU. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
less you enter or, cause to be entered,
Apr 6 1914.
your appearance in said cause on or Notice is hereby given that Philip
before the 13th day of April. A; D A Barnett of Roy NM. who on
1914, judgement by default and decree
made HE 012336 Adl 014852 for
pro confesso will be entered against SWi & SEi Sec 11 Twp 19N. Rng 26 E.
you.
N
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Plaintiff's attorney is W. J, Lucas of Intention to make three year
whose post office address is East Las
prOof, to establish claim to the land
Vegas, New Mexico.
,
above described before U. S. Com.
H. Foster, at his office, at Roy,
F.
Seal
Tito Melendjez,
N. M., on the 21st day of May.
Clerk of the Court,

Rheumatic Pain Relieved.
Why suffer from rheumatism when
relief may be had at so small a cost?
Mrs, Elmer Hateh, Peru, Ind., writes,
"J have been subject, to attacks of
rheumatism for years, chamberlain' s
Llnement always relieves me im
mediately, and I take pleasure in
recommending it to others," 25 and
For sale by all
50 cent bottles.
Dealers.

1

10-28-- 10

(Oonrrtffct.

CIaM S7&41MO.)

Greater Conqueror.
Though a man conquer a thousand
thousand men In battle, a greater
conqueror still Is he who conquers
himself. Buddha.

,

Way to Obey That Impulse.
Whenever you feel the Impulse to
wish for something, work for It tar
stead. Albany Journal.
.

Proper View ef Competition. '
Claimant names as witnesses:
If all men could see competition aa
8oclal Good In All These.
SB Shanon It really Is, and not magnify and disThere is a great deal of social W H Guthman
Irvin Ogden Sr tort It In their imaginations, the same
good to be done in putting down gos O A Butler
competition would be better, the
all of Roy, N. M.
sip, in preventing misunderstandings,
same work ould be easier and
Paz Valverde,
and in keeping friends with
verp
awe men would be happier.
1914.

.
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REGIONAL BANK CITIES

Bolstering Bad Bills.
"How does Ramlett Fatt manage to
keep in vaudeville"
"He has a certain value. He's a
bolsterer."
'
"What's a bolsterer?"
t
"He's bo rotten that he makes the
rest of any bill look good." Kansas
City Journal

Main Facts About Cities Chosen, Population and Area of Districts.
Following Is a brief summary of
.

the regional bank selections, showing
cities chosen, together with popula-- .
tion, area and capital included In each
reserve district:

.

.

v

Distress After Eating,
Indigestion and Intestinal Fermentation Immediately relieved by taking
n
Dyspepsia Tablet. Farm.
a
Rising i Faster Than Factory Pay
Buy a 50c bottle at Druggists. Money
''
i
refunded if they do not help, or write
The money wages of farm labor Increased about 2.5 pei
n
' Co., WASHINGTON.
for free sample.
past year, and about 11 per cent during the past foui
the
11 Broadway, New York. Adv.
years. Since 1902 the increase has been about 36 per cent. These estimates
are based upon reports of corre
Probably.
spondents of the bureau of statistics
"I asked Miss Cayenne her opinion
(agricultural forecasts) of the departof me and she said she thought I'd be
ment of agriculture.
very attractive to mice. What on
, Wages of farm labor tended upward
earth do you suppose she meant by
during
the decade of the seventies;
that?"
'they
were
almost stationary during
"It was Just a polite way of saying
"eighties,
the
and declined' from 1892
that you were a piece of cheese."
to 1894, since which time they have
steadily tended upward. Farm wages
Cheerful Assurance.
now, compared with wages during the
"What did Gwendolyn say when you
eighties, are about 55 per cent higher;
asked her to marry you?" asked Mr.
compared with the low year of 1894.
Cumrox.
wages
67
now
are
per
higher.
cent
about
The current average .rate of farm
"She told me to come and see you,"
wages in the United Stateswhen board is included, is, by the month, $21.38;
replied the confident youth. "Having
by the day, other than harvest, $1.16; at harvest, $1.57. When board is not indone so,, I shall go back and tell her
cluded, the rate is, by the month, $30.31; by the day, other than harvest, $1.50;
that I don't object to you in the
by the day, at harvest, $1.94.
Wages in different sections of the United States vary widely, averaging
highest in the far wéstern states and lowest in the South Atlantic states. For
As They Are Not
instance, the monthly rate, without board, is $56.60 in Nevada; $54 in Mon"A man never sees things as they
tana,
$51 in Utah; but $17.90 in South Carolina, $19.60 in Mississippi, and
are until he is past middle age," said $20.20 and
in Georgia. The highest state average, $56.50, is thus seen to be 3.2
the philoospher.
times higher than the lowest rate, $17.90.
"Perhaps," said the experimentalThe money wages of farm labor have Increased relatively more than
ist, "but a young man often sees wages for labor
in city manufacturies during the past 20 to 30 years.
things where they are not"

Wages

Booth-Overto-

:

Booth-Overto-

i

.

Its Appearance.
"This article on electric cooking
looks all mixed up."
"Yes, it certainly has the appearance of current 'pi.' "

NAMED.

Animals

Run to Cover

"DISTRICT.
Boston . . .
New York

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9

Pop,

6,557,841

,
.

9,113,279

Philadelphia

--

Cleveland
Richmond

Atlanta

8,110,217
7,961,022

.

i

... ...

8,510.313
6,695,341

Chicago . . . ...12,630,383
6,726,611
St. Louis .
5,724,893
Minneapolis

Capital.

$9,631,740
20,687,616
12,993,013
11,621,535
6,543,281
4,702,780
13,151,925
6,219,823
4,702,864
5,594,916,

Kansas City. 6.306.850
5,310,561
&,634,U31
Dallas
8,115,524
12 San Francisco 5.389.303
District Areas, Square Miles No. 1,
10
11

66.405; No. Z, 49.17Q; No. 3, 39,865;
No, 4, 183,995; No. 5, 173,818; No. C,
233,860; No. 7, 176,940; No. 8, 146,474;
No. 9. 437,390; No. 30, 509,649; No. 11,
404,826; No. 12, 603,658.

Memorial Hotel Sheltered 27,000.
Chicago. More than 27,000 men
were sheltered in the Rufus F. Dawes

Memorial hotel during the first two
months of its existence, and 17,000
meals were served at a price of a little more than five cent3 each, according to a statement made public by
Charles G. Dawes, a banker, who
opened the hotel on Jan. 1 as a memorial to his son. The lodging prices
charged by the hotel are five and ten
'
"
.
cents a night. -

KODAKS and SUPPLIES
GLnnl na ttmik 17l1ma
fttf lavolnnl ntr TTrnnrfc
OCIIUUOJUUi
unviwc'""' "M"
i limo im
lPL work only. The book of the Brownies freo
iHjjM

1HP

r.e; Denver Photo Materials Co.
(Eastman Kodak Co.) Denver, Colorado

METZ

at Blast Warning Shout

IJIRE in the hole!" This shout of warning is well understood by employes
I; of construction companies engaged in blasting work. It means there
will be an explosion. Every man near by drops his pick or shovel and runs
Not Often So.
for shelter. Now. would you believe
She Do you love me still?
animals have learned the meaning of
)
He Oh, yes; that's the way I Jove this warning? If you doubt it go out
I I Al L
you best.
to the Zoological Gardens and see for
f v
yourself.
A child six to nine years requires
There a tunnel through ' solid rock,
one-ha-lf
the food of a man.
completely under the garden, Is being made for the extension of a sewer
through to Chevy Chase.
It has taken four months to cut
1,050 feet Two shifts of men, each
working eight hours, cut from 10 to 12
feet every 16 hours. The tunnel be
gins at the Rock creek loop of the Capital Traction railway lines and runs
directly north. It is six feet wide and six and one-hafeet high. Not a
grain of dirt has been struck since the tunnel was started. E,very inch has
been through the toughest of blue granite.,
Now back to the "fire in the hole" warning.
saves , the house
When a blast is ready the shout is given and the workmen rush out of the
wife much thank
tunnel to safety. The ground rumbles and shakes. Sentinels at the mouth of
the tunnel send along the warning by yelling "fire in the hole."
less cooking
During the first few weeks of the work the' animals paid little attention
to the shout, but were frightened at ,the rumbling beneath them. Now they
'
'
of the cry.
v have learned the meaning
The foxes, the prairie dogs, and the guinea pigs run to their holes; the
;
Hon roars his disapproval, the elephant gets in one corner of his house and
stays there until the earth ceases to rumble;, the beavers dive off in the water
and hike to their caves beneath the banks, while the grizzly bear beats it for
his tavern beneath a cliff of jagged rocks; the peacock struts a little, then
trembles in fear; and the monkey clings in terror to the bars of his cage.
;

fire

ith:

.

A Sure
Favorite

lf

!

POSÉ

To&sties

factory cooks them
perfectly, toasts them to a
The

delicate,

golden-brow-

Honeymooners Enjoy Ride in j Senate Tunnel Auto

and

n,

sends them to your table
"

,

EVERYTHING FOR THE

AUTOMOBILE
1532 BROADWAY,

easy

to

WELDINGBRAZING

ELE Y
MEINSTITUTE
Cor.

EIGHTEENTH

CURTIS

AND

,

-

-

Wonderfully
Appetizing
Ask any grocer

Post
isties

;

'

STS.

DENVER, COLO.

Alcohol and Drug Addictions
cured by a scientific course of medication.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Keeley Remedies are administered
of best quality, at lower

BEE SUPPLIES prices than you can

buy same goods else
where. Write for free illustrated catalogue
elving Information on beekeeping. We sell
produced at the apiaries or
PURE HO Y our members. By freight or
Ask for erices.
nn.ri.nl nnat.
x
r

-

rjVj

!

CO.,

COLORADO

of broken automobile and machino parts by
process. AllworkKunranteedor money
refunded. Prices reasonable. International Welding Works, 1568 14th St, Denver, Colo.

.

serve.

PLY

DENVER,

"

crisp,

Fresh,
and

Send for FREE
1914 Catalog.

FBY&McGILL
MOTOR SUP-

honeymooning in the senate subway was inaugurated by a
with economy as their watchword and ingenuity as THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUCERS ASS'N.
1440 Market Street, Denver, Colo.
their guide. In a search for thrillers. From the caDltol to the senate ,offlce
building runs a tunnel, equipped with
DQN'T TAKE POISON! For rlleu-- f
yr-""
eczema or lulndmatlsm,
blood poison,
for the transportation ol
1
automobiles
r.
v.
IT
rea...
aiseases. imve inein irom your
senators'. Young chauffeurs pilot the
system Oil VID10 Mercury, Potasli
with oALfAn or Arsenic. KlOnairo
cars in this damp passageway, which
book FREE. SALVAR DEPOT,
strings
of
long
Denver, Colorado
913 18th St.,
boasts no scenery but
Incandescent lights.
Despite the romantic repellence of
MUSIC LIBRARY
the place, a gaily bedecked bride and home
her lord boarded one of the cars at
This cabinet contains the
world's greatest collection
the office building end of the tuba
of music. Agents wanted.
and "cooed" as it spun along to the
commission. TIIR
Liberal
capítol landing.
SCRIBMSR MUSIC CLUB,
"CaDltol," said the chauffeur. "AH
604 NASSAU BUILDING,
DENVER, COLORADO.
out." The happy pair never moved.
'
thrilling?"
It
"Isn't
bride.
George!"
exclaimed the
"Let's ride back.
& STENCILS
Back they rode, and for half an hour they, whirled back and forth, while RubberStampsl
Novelty Co.
;
8 Stout St.,I)envei
the chauffeur smiled and senators chuckled.
"Wasn't it grand?" chirped tho bride, as' George dizzily helped her from
New and second hand pipe all "sizes and
BROS. MFG. AND
car
after the fifteenth spin.
PIPE kinds, at HAVENS
the
SUPPLY CO., IttiU Wue StPnvet
AUTOMOBILE

the

to eat direct from
sealed package.

ready

Gearlesa Car
Glidden Tour Winner.
Greatest hill climber; 30 miles on 1
pal. gasoline; 10,000 miles on one set
tires. Metz and Cartercar Distributora
for Coloradd, New Mexico and Wyo.
THE COLORADO CARTERCAR CO.
Live Asenta Wanted. lüílO Bdwy,, Denver

--
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Roy Telephone Company

and Stockholders

Officer

H.

a JONES.

C. L.

PBMffDBKT.

JUSTICE.

CASHIBB.

IGNACIO MAESTAS.

P. B.EVANS.
C.E. MoGINNIS.
W. H. FUQUA.

DC.

J.J.

Taylor,

MgrV

DiBBOTOBS.

It what we offer to our patrons
II

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines.

Vault Protection
Our funds are prtteoted by a Mosler screw door safe, In
a steel lined vault. An ample burglar Insurance policy,
as an additional

Do your business by phone and get your answer at same
time and save telegraphic delays.

safe-guar- d,

Office and EXCHANGES AT

Officers and Directors

ROY, N. M.

All officers areNinder surety bonds, Directorate composed of well known and well to do men Responsibility of stockholders more than $1,000,000.00.

Local Busfaes
$2.50 per m

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

'

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

Now connected with Soiano and Mosquero, on the. South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,,
on the North
v

Local Retidtdce
91.50 "pr mo.

Attorney.

'

Absolute Safety
The proposition of 6 per cent
CTOCDlf51fc51f
Loans obtainable with special
privileges and on reasonable
terms to remove incumbrance
rom real estate; or to improve
and city
cziorz3lialf5lcz30E3 and buy farm, orchard
property, may be had by addres
T. S. Browning is seriously ill sing Dept. R.E.1527BuschBrg.
at his home east of town. 'f His
, Dallas, Texas.
with XDOOOOOOOOOOC
trouble is complicated
O, H. Kerns,
J. N. Nutter,
he
is
Erysipelas in his face and
really very sick and miserable.
Nutter-Ker- QS
girls
have
Browning
and
the
Mrs,
R-- E.
Co.
also been sick end their home has
Business entrusted to
been like a hospital this week.

LOCAL NEWS
OF INTEREST

Geo. Higgins was down from
Abbott Monday. It was election
day for School Director there too

but he was "On easy street" as
he was the only candidate and so
was sure of election.
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our care will receive
careful and prompt attention.
Nutter-Kern-
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THE HOME OF

Mrs. Knicker"! suppose you've
missed your husband terribly since
he s been away?" t Mrs. Bocker "Oh;

Quality Groceries

:

Notice

our first consideration, we hare provided every known
safe guard for the protection of our depositors.

All persons are forbidden to
dreadfully! He makes such a splen
dumD rubbish or garbage on the did fourth at bridge."
old dumoinff ground south of the
Stock-YardThis is a part of
the Roy Town Site ano these lots
s.

are for sale.
Roy

Trust

&

Savings Bank.

Mrs. Oscar Blunk fell off a
wagon last week and broke her
arm. She did not secure medica
attention until it was badly swol
len and consequently the doctor
was nnnhlft to set it until this
week.
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a Vomco ?
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.deal GFOCFJ
Sells everything good to

eat. Our prices are
always right

J. P. Arnett, the accomodating
and popular delivery-ma-

n

for the

Goodman Merc. Co, called Monsent to
day and ordered the
his friend,.W. H. Waggoner, at
Erick, Okla. for a year. He pays
us the compliment of wishing his
friend to read of the realsituatioD
here even if it is not all as we all
wish it were.
S--

Nothing So good for

a

Cough

or Cold.

When you have a cold you want the
best medicine obtainable so as to get
rid of it with the least possible delay,
There are many who consider Chamber
Iain's Cough Remedy unsurpassed.
Mrs. J, Boroff, Elida, Ohio, says,
"ver since my daughter, Ruth was
of a severe cold and cough by
Mrs. L. E. Aildredge went to cured
Chamberlain's Cough Reraeby two
Springer Wednesday to visit with years 8ko, I have felt kindly disposed
friends and purchase furniture toward the manufacturers of that pre
for the new home, she returned paration. I know of nothing so quick
cold,"
to relieve a cough or cure
Thursday.
all
dealers.
For Sale by
"

A Modern Meat Market
A Model Bakery

F. A. ROY, Manager,
R.oy, N. M.
DC
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"What Is the matter?", she asked
one day, when the young woman sud
GOWN SURVIVES
denly began to cry.
"I don't know. I feel faint".
"What is your name?" Mrs. Dab
TOO CHARMING A GARMENT TO
ney asked.
BE DISCARDED.
"Clara."
"Clara what?"
"Clara Jeffries."
"You ought not to be working here Modern Style Effects Are Being Intro
xou're sick."
duced Into the Robe d'lnterleur,
"I know I am,
Which Need Not Follow Any
but I can't give

EASTER MORNING
v

n 1;

ft f)

.

up."
"Why not?
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Special Mode.

Do

Not so very long ago a disquieting
rumor
went the round to the effect
home?" .....
that
days of the tea gown were
the
"Yes."
numbered.
It was stated in so many
"Well, can't
words that the craze for motoring
your parents care
had practically killed the graceful and
for you? Why do
charming robe d'lnterleur and that
you
have to
while women were so busy rushing
work?"
from
one end of the country to anoth:
"My father Is
er,
to the eyes in hideous
wrapped
my
dead and
garments,
they
left themselves no
mother hasn't
time
choosing
for
or wearing any kind
been able to walk
gown
of
only make a rare
which
could
for five years.
Our rent has been "I Think It's the and brief appearance by their own
Worry That fireside.
due
for three
Fortunately, however, for those who
Has Made Me
weeks,
and
I
to think that there must be some
like
Sick."
don't know what
women
left who can appreciate the
we are to do.. I think it's the worry
charm
quiet restfulness, and who
of
that has made me sick. I can't sleep
like
to
dress
'themselves suitably
at night"
Tell me where you live. I want when they have an opportunity of
even a brief lull in the round
to go and see your mother."
Three days later Mrs. Dabney went of pleasure and excitement, the tea
again to look for an Easter hat, but gown seems to have survived these
not at the place where Clara Jeffries and other vicissitudes.
At the present moment it may cerworked. At last she found one that
tainly
be found in numberless attracsuited her. The price was $12.
guises,
tive
and arranged in so many
"William, dear," she asked when
she came downstairs, dressed for different ways that only the woman
church on Easter morning, "how do who is entirely devoid of the dress in
you like my hat?"
stinct should have any difficulty in discovering some style which- will bring
He looked at her critically.
'It's a beauty," he said. "Becomes out all her good points and entirely
you better than any other hat I ever conceal her deficiencies, always sup
saw you wear. I'm glad I gave you posing that she should possess any.
There is another pleasant point to
the money. You look ten years young
be considered when the tea gown of
er than you did."
I feel ten years younger, too. dear today ia under discussion, and that is
I think this is the best hat I ever got the undoubted fact that in the case of
garments of this description a great
in my life for the money."
deal Is left to lndividuaf taste, and no
hard and fast rules are laid down by
Addual Sprig Sog
Dame Fashion. There is no special
mode which must be followed, regardless altogether of the natural line of
'TIs dow the thlg to.slg of sprig
the figure. If your robe d'lnterleur is
with all Its gladsobedess,
With all Its birds upon the wig,
charming in itself, as regards color
with balds, id airy dress,
fabric, and, more important still,
and
Therefore I twag upod by lyre
if it should prove unquestionably beAnd try with all by bight
coming, no other consideration need
To bravely strike poetic fire
Ad voice by soul's delight
have the slightest weight.
Transparent coat effects are seen on
As Browdlg says the hill's
many
of the new tea gowns. A very
'lne saau is oa the thora.
Ad thlgs are all right with the world
effective garment of this kind is ar
At least they are this bord;
ranged with a draped overcoat of ecru
It bay sdow sobe bore
spotted net made in kimono style, but
Or blow bed's whiskers loose:
complete in itself, bo that it may be
But let us dot put up a roar,
For what would be the use?
worn at will with gowns In widely dif
ferent colors and materials. In the
By dose Is clogged, by eyes are red,
case
of the tea gown under consideraJtsy throat is sore ad raw,
By Jolts all ache, so does by head,
tion with this spotted net coat the
By breath Is hard to draw,
under-rob- e
is of orange charmeuse,
But Easter's here with all Its cheer,
gathered
closely
with a frilled headSo let us cease to fret,
ing, drawn in on elastic at the waist,
Ad slg ad sblle ad cllg a while
To wi'ter fladdals yet.,
and made with a very long train.

you
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Woman's Long
ing for Expensive Easter
0

Hat, and What
Came

of It

ByS. E.KISER

a uu r x

an
Easter hat!" exclaimed
William Henry Dabney
"You must be crazy."
"But William, dear,"
his wife replied, "you
must remember
that
prices are high for everything now.
One can't get a hat that is worth look
ing at for less than $35 or $40 any
more."
"I don't care. I won't stand for
any such foolishness.
You must
think I find money. It's preposterous.
Forty dollars is more than I'd pay for
a suit of clothes."
"Oh, very well. If you want me to
look like a frump I suppose I'll have
to .be satisfied with some cheap
thing."
"That's it! Now sniffle.- Oh, well!
Go ahead. Spend everything we've
got on clothes it
keep you
it'll
I
from crying.
can't stand that.
Here's the money.
Now don't let me
hear any more
about it"
"There, dear,"
she said, "putting
her arms around
his neck, "I knew
you were going to
be nice about it.
Now I'm not going to scold you
any more, about
your smoking
Could Not Be Satonly please try to
isfied With Any-- .
remember that
thing Else.
it's bad for your
eyes when you smoke too much."
For a week Mabel Dabney looked
at hats. There was one that she
wanted, but the price was $45, and she
couldn't muster up the courage she
needed to ask her husband for more
money. Day after day she tried' it
on, and every time she did sq shé became more thoroughly convinced that
she could not be satisfied with anything else. The girl who waited on
g
creaher was a pále,
ture, and, at last, Mrs. Dabney began to be interested in her.
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Morocco.

Crushed morocco leads the fashion
In the hairless pelts used for making
desk sets, guestroom information
cards, hall mail boxes, toilet articles,
bags of all sizes, and for binding din
ner records, theater notes, travel im
pressions and all other special books
that are included among the intimate
belongings of the truly smart woman.
The crushed morocco is so utterly unlike the uncrushed sort that it is not
readily recognized. It has a beautifully smooth and gloesy surface tha is
fascinating to handle, and it comes in
the loveliest shades of rose, nile,
mauve and blue. ' Some of the pieces
are lettered in glossy black and others
in gold or white, but silver on' its soft
shading ie prettiest of all. Compared
d
with the crushed morocco, the
kind looks crude, harsh and
cheap.
..,

'

""
,.

of Pekin ratine cut straight
front and draped in back.

Model
In

STYLES

FOR

LITTLE FOLKS

Spring Garments Are to Be Trimmed
With Lace in an Elaborate

Fashion.
What mother is there who does not
at times search high and low in the
shops for "something new" in the line
of children's wear? for amid the be
wildering array of American and imported models there alwáys seem to
be but one or two styles for little
folk.
A

careful survey of the. new spring
styles for children, which have not
yet been shown to the general public,
indicates that batiste, point d'esprit,
pique and embroidered voile will be
the favored materials in the fashion
ing of their clothes.
For children who range in age from
two to five years there seems to be
a much better choice of 'models and
trimmings and style lines are as widely diversified.
The waist, which is
most frequently marked by a sash of
some kind, may be either low or high,
after the Greenaway fashions, which
may bring into popularity the rather
long skirt of that period. The new
spring garments for children seem to
be trimmed large with lace hand- crocheted Irish and Valenciennes predominating.
Tiny buttons, covered
or
with silk
satin to match the encircling sash, are also very frequently
seen.

Removable Muff Lining.
a muff has been carried for some
time it is very likely to soil light
gloves when they come in contact
To overcome this
with the lining.
a removable lining is effective.
A
white lining of silk or satin, made the
"correct size, and with a lace trimmed
frill at either end can be slipped in
when white or light gloves are to be
To Clean Black Jet
worn, and safety-pinneinto position.
First brush the Jet free from dust, When dark gloves are to be worn
then apply a little olive oil with a again the .special lining is removed,
to keep It fresh.
brush and polish with chamois.
.
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jThe School Election is over.
--

And the Eighth Grade Examination.
And nearly all the promotion Examinations.

v
And, most of our hard works.
Grand Alttirihi Ball, Saturday evening May 2nd
:at 1.0.0 F. Hall, Everybody invited.

'Don't 'forget. "The Deacon" at 1.0 O.F. Hall

on Wednesday evening April 29th everybody
invited. Prices 15 and 25 cents.
Now

for the commencement and the class

play,

Don't forget the date, April

29

and May 1st.

Baccualaurate Sermon, Sunday evening Apr.
19th at 8 oclockP. M. at the Christian Church.
v

Ethel Leatherman was
the first of the week.

Manual-Trainin-

absent from school

Little Desiderio Gonzales was in town Monday and came up to the school house to shake
hands with the teachers, Deisderio is a bright
little boy and we are sorry that he is out of
school.
In the Roy Schools, the pupils set type and
get up part of the local qaper. A whole page
is devoted to Items of news and school papers
prepared by tee pupils.
New Mexico Journal of Education.

INTERMEDIATE

NOTES

ROOM

Paulien Flint was on the sick list Wednesday.
The Scott children are absent this week.
Ethel and Eimer Cole are absent this week
because of "sickness.
Mrs. T. C. Nutter of Dawson N. M. visited the
Intermediate Room Monday she was formerly-teacher in Dawson and is still interested in
school work.
Mrs Richard Pendeleton and Mrs J.N Nutter
visited the Intermediate Room the first of the
week.

The Spanish American is printing the class
nyiiations this week for Commencement which
occurs May 1st.

Murie Burris was quite sick the first of the
week, but is able to be in school again

Eula Mae Tindall of Rato and a former student of our schools is visiting her cousin, Miss
Gladys Hern.
Emma and Aliene Boulware were absent
from school the first of the week.
Roy Hall had to quit school Monday and start
with the spring work orjl the farm.
Elby Bowman is working in Dawson at present as his eyes will not permit him to be in
school.
Tobacco is an Indian weed,
And from the devil both proceed
It drains the purse and burns the clothes
And makes a chimney of the nose.
Exchange

to sav that if he wanted

tf
was
to know the direction English opinion
Univerthe
to
went
he
to take in the future,
graduates
sities and learned what the under
were thinking about.
go-in-

pupils who. took the eighi
examination at Roy last Friday and Saturday.
were Chester
Those who took the examination
Leo J.
Floersheim,
A.
Sylvan
R Scott,
GoodR.
Nellie
Davis,
Rychlewski, Archie R
BoulwareJ
Aliene
Pendleton,
man, Gertrude V.
Boulware.
flollie H. Farmei and Emma
has been infecThe epidemic of measles that
completed
its course,
ting the schools has about
and but few cases are now reported.

There were

a

Kenneth Hall has been absent this week
because of the bad weather

Henry Lykon is absent this week He has had a
relaspe on the measles.
j
An Item Op School Hygiene
In a Connecticut town recently, an epidemic of diphtheria broke out among the pupils of
the grf mmar schools and the town's health

physician, on investigation, discovered. that it
was the practice of the school to distribute evv
try morning tho pencils used the pupils and
collect ihem each afternoon before,, the children
went home.
Nearly all school children put pencils in
their mouths, either to moisten the lead atone
end or to suck or chew the other end in meditation, and the germs of this dangerous disease
were thus freely distributed among the pupils.
The epidemic was the result
This is just a suggestion for you at a
parent to look into your own children's welfare
at school. See that they have their own pencils
and use them exclusively; see that they sit
with their backs to the light; see that they use
their own drinking cups, towels, hair brushes,
combs, etc., and see that the ventilation is properly arranged in the schoolroom. Your child
ren spend some of the best hours of their lives
away from your care, in the care of teachers
who are, perhaps, strangers to you and the
health of your child is often seriously jeopardized during these hoars.
The Mahoney children are down with the
measles at present. ,

A

BRIDCE

FEET

10,000

AIR.

IN THE

,

'280 LIVES LOST1 IN BUILDING.
The Most wonderful bridge building feet on
record is reported from the Republic of Bolivia
of South America.
The' San Cristobal range of mountains has
long separated most valuable mineral deposits
from the markets of the world. In order' to
secure railroad connection with these rich mines,
it was necessary to bridge a canyon 10,000 feet
deep. The contract for the railroad was let by
the Bolivian government to h construction firm
of New York City. The engineers were two
j ears making the preliminary survey. The
building (if the bridge was the most difficult
part of the work, though itwas only 400 feet
long. The tremenduos Height of the bridge, 10,000
feet, taxed the ingenuity of the engineers. The
bridge was two years in building, involved an
exqense of $3,000,000, and cost the lives of
280 men.
- In order to get the heavy cables across the
fearful chasm, a thin coil of steel wire was first
shot out of a cannon to the opposite bank and
caught by the workmen who wound up the wire
which eventualy landed the heavy cables, now
use as the chief support of this marvelous
'
bridge.
The 280 men who lost their lives to make
possibl communication over the dizzy depths
of the Maria Canon were heroes In life's battle
of progress and have left a great monument to
their memory. The bridge forma the connecting
link between the markets of the world and
gold and silver mines of fabulous wealth,
estimated at hundreds of millions of dollars.
MRS. ROMINE TO RESIGN
Mis. D. Ella Romine the First Primary teacher of our schools will resign her position at
the close of the present term May First. Mrs.
Romine has been with the Roy Schools six years
and the pupils that started to school to her the
first y ear are now in the sixth and seventh grades.
Mrs. Romine has done excellent work, and her
work has been satisfactory to all the patrons of
the ttchool, and it will be with regret that the
patrons will learn of her present intentions.
Mrs. Romine has the reputation' of being one
of the best primary teachers in New Mexico
and the Roy Schools will keenly feel her loss.
We are indeed sorry to have Mrs. Romine
leave us, and we extend our good wishes to her
in her new home at Cherry vale, Kansas where
she will have charge of the primary work in the
Public Schools.
v

Prof. Johnson has announced to the School
and the School Board his intentions of not being a candidate for the Principalship for the
school term t914 15. Mr. Johnson is making
the announcement at this time so the field will
be open for all new candidates who might not
apply if they considered the Prof, in the field.
Prof. Johnson has been in charge of the
schools here for the past four years and thru
his earnest efforts and those of his assisstants
have become the best in Mora Co. No doubt the
greater number of patrons will be sorry to hear
of Mr. Johnson's intentions as no one can hut
say the schools have progressed wonderfully
,
under his management.
Mr. Johnson has not yet fully decided as to
what he will do after the close of the present
term, but no doubt he has some position in
view, different from that of his present profession. Here's wishing you success in your new
work by the School.

What ever you would put into the state you
must first put into the schools.

Mr. Gladstone used

Department,

g

of H6e Roy Public Schools.

1

r

MCF(D.

CJniOOlS

It

for the teachers to
take any part in the election of school directors.
Their part is to impress upon the patrons of
the school the importance of the proper and
adequate education of their children. W hen a
teacher has secured the intrest in the' school
and its work, the parents will see to it eventually that the members selected for the School
Board shall be careful anb progressive in the
administration of the affairs of the school
State Journal of Education.
district.
is seldom desirable

THE

GARDEN

OF SPEECH.

ALBERT LE ROY B A RTLETT,

and every man
IN the Garden of Speech
the tall, fragran
shape and tills his own ;
lilies are the words of hope and cheer, and the
heart red roses are the words of love und sympathy, and the sweet humble flowers violets and
pansies and forget me nots are the words of
peace ahd comfort and remembrance. If there
are weeda there stinging nettles and harsh
, thistles and growths that are rank and poisonous
they are the words of anger and evil that
crowd and crush and starve the flowers of beauty. Happy is that one who so shapes and tills
bis own garden that no noxious weed may live,
and only the flowers of fragrance and grace an
glory may bloom theirin to gladden and sweeten
the world.

